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Bill Was to Come Up at 5 O'clock However. Dolmas Is to be Yet
Prominent and Wealthy People
this Afternoon In Senate
Heard From and No One Can
Are Behind the Movement
for Action. ,
Predict His Tactics.
Started by Own Son.

Committees at Work While Legis
lature Is Out of Session

at Week's End.
Owlna
lo a caucus of the republican mem
not
did
yesterday,
house
the
hers
meet until 4 o'clock.
Hew Wlls Introduced.
House bill No. 150, by Mr. Holt
an act relative to the organization of
purposes,
corporations for mining
lteferred to the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 151, by Mr. Holt
an act relative to the use of the pub
lie domain for mining purposes. Re
ferred to the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 152, by Mr. Holt
an act relating to the sale of com
Referred to the
mercial foodstuffs.
committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 153, by Mr. Mullens
Rean act relating to gaming.
ferred to the committee on Judiciary.
by
No.
Mr.
Reach
House bill
154.
an act relative to serving of process
and repealing chapter 121, session
laws of 1905. Referred to the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 155, by Mr. Holt
an act fixing the time for holding the
district court In Otero and other
counties. This bill passed the house,
Mr. Holt explaining that it was introduced to correct on error In a bill
which had previously passed both the
house and council, having the same
object in view.
House bill No. 156, by Mr. Studley
an act defining "terms of the district court," and for other purposes.
Referred to the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 157, by Mr. Trujlllo
to community
an act relative
ditches. Referred to Judiciary committee.
House bill No. 158, by Mr. Herrera
an act declaring in force chapter
to
11 of the laws of 1897, relative
land grants.
Referred to .the ' '
mlttee on territorial affairs.1
Disputed Official Accounts.
The report of the committee on
amended council bill No. 66, an act
for the settlement of disputed accounts of public ofllclals, was adopted
by the house, on motion of Mr. Holt.
were
Several minor amendments
adopted. The bill was then read in
full preparatory to its passage.
On motion of Holt that the bill
pass the house, Mr. Hudspeth took
the floor in opposition to the bill. He
spoke at some length, declaring tho
bill was special legislation and hinting that It was for tho benefit of one
particular territorial olliclal and an
Mr.
injustice to the public at large.
Hull challenged him to name the man
to whom ho referred and to point out
any provision in any section of th j
bill which might be termed special
legislation.
This Mr. Hudspeth did
tiut "O.
Mr. Hail then took the floor, in one
of the ublest speeches of the present
assembly. "I regret exceedingly that
the gentleman from Lincoln did not
see tit to name the public official to
whom he referred or to point out one
single provision of this bill which
gives to public ofllclals any privilege
that a citizen in or out of public life
In the very first
should not have.
section of this measure, gentlemen,
your attention is called to the words,
"any olliclal or any person may Invoke
I ask if
the provisions of this law.
that - special legislation?
"Tins law Is designed, to use a
slang phrase, simply to give an even
break to all persons and contrary to
the statement of the gentleman from
Lincoln,
embezzlen ent of public
funds docs not enter into it at all
Cannot the accounts of any public of
ficial be disputed without some per
I
son having embezzled the funds?
want to state that the present laws on
or
our statute books give the county
An
the territory all tho best of it.
ofllchil or person whose accounts are
in dispute Is hog-tleSuch a per
son cannot move hand or foot to
.straighten out such accounts.
He
must wail until such a time as those
officers who represent the govern
ment bring suit to audit tnese ac
counts, if they ever do, and in the
meantime he must be subjected and
submit to the basest slurs upon his
honesty and Integrity at the hands of
his enemies and the press of the territory.
The law does not give hi.n
the rik'iit to bring suit to have these
accounts audited so that he may
clear his mind before the public. Jlo
has no recourse. I call your attention, gentlemen, to the fact that the
congress nf the United States has
created the I'nited States court of
claims for the express purpose of
righting this wrong.
The humblest
citizen of this great country may go
court
and
there bring
before that
suit against the government. Are the
people of New Mexico not entitled to
as much?"
Mr. Ruppe was the next to speak.
He said that the people of liernallilo
county had trouble enough of their
own without mixing into the troubles
of one official. He opposed the bill,
he said, for two reasons. One, that it
was only to be in effect for one year,
and the other that he thought It gave
to ofliclals privileges which the individual citizen did not receive.
Mr. Reach stated tho only objection
he had to the bill was the one-yewUJch
waj
limit an amendment
placed in the bill in the council He
was
said the proposed legislation
good and should go on the statute
books without limitation.
Mr. Holt's motion to pass the bill
was then put, the house passing the
measure by a vote of 16 pyes to 6
nays Mr. Dennlston nnd Mr. I.ucero
absent with leave. Those voting nay
were Abbott, of Coliax; Huuspeiu,
Moran, Mullens, Ruppo and Walters.
The next bill taken up was house
bill No 6 4, an act relating to the intoxication of minors, which had
The
;ins- - J the house on Thursday.
I'll! came up on motion of Abbott, of
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2. Senator
Washington,
March
Tillman introduced today a resolu
tion calling on the president for all
the papers relating to the recent agi
tation of the question of having the
Panama canal built by contract, ant
In support of the resolution said tnat
Oliver had compiled with all the requirements and that his bid had been
rejected after a delay of a month or
more.
He expressed dissatisfaction
with the course of the canal management and said his suspicion led him
to believe that tho intention had been
to compel Oliver "to let in some competitors who were too greedy upon
their first bid."
Kulwddy Hill Received.
Washington
March 2. The sh'p
subsidy bill as passed by the hotfte
was laid before the senate at 1:30
this afternoon. Galllnger moved that
the senate concur In the houae
This was met with a
amendments.
motion by Rurkett that they substitute the Burkett resolution for Inquiry Into the practice of railroad
rate
companies under the railroad

N. M., March 2.

PAS5lN3 THRCT PITT6BURJ
"LOOKING FORWARD'' TO Till! TIMK WHEN MARK TWAIN'S IDEA
CLOTHES WILL HE GENERALLY A DOITED.

gestion of Mr. Holt, which makes its
provisions applicable to adults as well
as minors.
With the consent of Mr.
Holt, the house voted to strike out
this amendment and the bill again
passed by unanimous vote.
Council Itllls Referred.
The following council bills were
taken up and referred:
Council Bill No. 7 an act provll-In- g
for the punishment of certain
crimes.
Referred to the committee
on Judiciary.
Amended council bill No. 32 an
act relating to the assessment and
collection of taxes. Referred to the
committee on finance.
This is the
general tax bill.
Council bill No. 36 an act to
amend section 1799 of the laws of
1897, relating to territorial appropriations. Referred to the committee
on territorial affairs.
Council bill No. 37 an act for the
Reprotection of public bridges.
ferred to the committee on highways.
Council bill No. 49 an act relative to annual reports by corporations.
Referred to the committee
on corporations.
Council bill No. 54 nn net relating
to the duties of the auditor.
Referred to the committee on judiciary.
Council bill No. 64 an act relating
to tho qualification of witnesses. Referred to the committee on Judiciary.
Council bill No. 70 an act relative
to railroads.
Referred to the committee on railroads.
The house then adjourned until 2
p. m. Monday.
The members of both the house
and council, who are in the city today, are utilizing their time In committee meetings.
The committee on
Judiciary and the committee on finance in the house, Mr. Holt chairman
of both committees, are in session.

WHITE

Waterbury, Mar. 2. Two passenger trains, a regular and a special on
the New York, New Haven & Hartford collided early today, about a
mile and a half below this city, resulting in the death of four men, seriously Injurylng two others and lesser injuries were received by a score
of others. The dead were members
of crews of the two engines, on the
special
was Governor
Woodruff,
members of his staff and sixty-fiv- e
members of Co. F, Second Regiment,
Gov.
Connectltcut National Guard.
He had
Woodruff escaped Injury.
ul'.onding
given
banquet
a
in his
been
honor in this city.
A misunderstanding
of orders Is
said to be the cause of the collision.

n.

j

Omaha, Mar. 2. General Manager
and Vice President Mohier of the
Union Pacific cancelled the contract
for the erection of the 12- - story head
quarters building, which E. H. liar
riman was to erect in Omaha at cost
He did so, he said
of $1,200,000.
under orders from ilarrinian because
or the recent action or the courts and
legislatures.
In '.'king this action
Mohier referred to tho recent decls
ion of the United States supreme
court, which upheld the decision of
the Nebraska courts that the Union
Pacific and the liurlington should
pay $1,00(1,000 of taxes, which they
protest, to the stale of Nebraska,
and also the action of the Nebraska
legislature In just passing the two- cent bill.
Will 4'onllM-alWater Plant.
San Francisco, .March 2. The city
through the board of supervisors, will
take steps at once to secure without
court proceedings the entire plant of
the Spring Valley Water company,
City Attorney Burke yesterday forwarded to the supervisors an option
in which he stated it was the duty
of the board to immediately seize the
Acting Mayor Gallawater system.
gher says the board of supervisors
will at once grant the city attorney
run authority and provide him with
all necessary funis to Inaugurx'o
without delay whatever proceedings
he may deem it m essary to take in
the matter.
Attorney Htirke s.iys that no court
proceedings will b" necessary to complete the forfeltUM of the plant, but
say whether the
he Is not prepared
police force will be used in taking
possession.

Comes Up ut 5 I, til.
Washington, March 2. After the
defeat of various dilatory motions, a
general agreement was reached that
the ship subsidy bill should be taken
up for consideration at S o'clock today.

NEW MEXICO HILliS
NOT YET PASSED.

to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, 1). C, March 2. The
bill permitting Taos county to refund her bonds at a lower rate of interest has been signed by the president.
The bill concerning the sale of
timber on the Jlearlllo Indian reservation has been referred to a conference committee.
The bill to pay E. P. Debujac
$1,020 is also in conference.
COLONEL WILLIAM
II. H El Ell RETIRES.
Washington, D. C, Mar. 2. Colonel William II. Heuer, of the corps
of the United States
of engineers
army, was placed on the retired list
today on account of ago. Colonel
Heuer is a native of St. Louis and
graduated from West Point in 1865.
During his service of more than forty
years he was engaged In surveys of
the Union and central pacific ran
ways and directed various coast de
fenses and harbor Improvements In
California, at Key West, New Orleans
and other points.
AHIlOlt DA Y1t TT1 N G LY
OKSERVED IN ARKANSAS.
Little Rock, Ark.. Mar. 2. Arbor
day was generally observed through
out the state of Arkansas today by
the planting of trees and shrubs and
ALAHAM.VS AW I VEHSAKV
by special exercises In the schools.
lirri.N ULV OHSERVED.
A !:c.
lilrmlngham,
Mar. 2. Ob-- !
servances were hcl. In many parts of
ing state ti day oi the niutieth annlversary of the
nuitization of the
territory of Alab ::iu, which took
1817. Alabama
place on March
was admitted to tatehood on 1V--i
cember 14, 1819, wi li a population of
127, S01, which w.i - Increased nearly
500 per cent durn i,r the past ninety
years.

DEVEI.EPMENTS AWAITED
WITH GREAT INTEREST
Concord, N. II., Mar. 2. Developments regarding the bill In equity,
filed yesterday to secure accounting
In the financial affairs of Mrs. Mary
linker Eddy, head of the Christian
Science organisation, are awaited with
great Interest. The Christian Science
leaders are much surprised. Ail the
defendants Calvin A. Frye, Irving
C. Tomllnson, Herman
S. Sherrlng
and Lewis C. Strang of this city; Alfred Farlow, Tra O. Knapp, Wm. II.
Johnson and Joseph Armstrong,
of
Boston; Edward A. Kimball, of Chicago, and Stephen A. Chose of Fall
River, Mass. are directors or trustees In the Christian Science church.
The petition in detail affirms that
Mrs. Eddy Is Incapaciated through
infirmities Incident to old age to
"manage her affairs ana to protect
her property with prudence and discretion against undue Influence, control or fraud of others, or to take
charge and manage the present legal
proceedings," and that Mrs. Eddy
lives "under charge and In custody of
defendants Frye and Strang, and that
very few persons are allowed to see
her except for a few minutes."
Glover further claims that
for the
years his- - letters to
last twenty-fiv- e
his mother have never haci direct reply from her, and, from other matters relating to his attempts it correspondence. Glover states !a IMs petition, he "believes Mrs. Eddy is surrounded by designing persons who
are using her condition for their own
selfish ends."
The petition then sets forth that
there Is "extensive and valuable" real
and personal property of Mrs. Eddy,
and alleges that the defendants and
others "manage the same solely according to their own will and pleasure."

JURY TO PROBE

CHARGES
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Spec ial

ANTONIO

SAMOUA

AND

SALVA-

DOR GARCIA ARRESTED FOR
ASSAULT WITH DEADLY
WEAPON.
In Judge Craig's court this afternoon, Antonio Samora and Salvador
Garcia were bound over to await the
action of the grand jury upon a
charge of assault with ueadly weapon.
They were arrested at the Instance of Lawrence Lee, who had an
altercation with them last Sunday
afternoon near the American lumber
mills. The story of the trouble over
the right of way In the road .which
Lee and Albert Clancy had with Sa' b&raady apmora an Oarcla-ha- s
peared in these columns.
The defendants were arrested by
Sheriff Armijo on a charge of larceny
from the person last Monday. The
other warrants were served upon
them this morning and they were
given a preliminary hearing in the
matter of the assault this afternoon.
Judge Craig said the grand jury
could Investigate the larceny charge
also. He considered $200 sufficient
bond for both offenses.
When Clancy and Lee testified this
afternoon they told the same story In
substance which has appeared before.
Chester Lee, tho young brother of
Lawrence, who was with them In the
cart when the altercation occurred,
verified their story, while the version
of several other witnesses confirmed
their testimony In part.
Samora and Garcia had a widely
different account of the affair. They
accused the young men of insulting
them and using vile epithets in the
presence t,f their families.
Samora
denied that he made an assault upo.i
Lee with a knife, and Garcia said
he did not strike him over the head
with the shotgun which he wrested
They did not explain
from him.
lucidly Just why it was necessary to
attempt to run the young men down,
when it appeared froin the evidence
that there was plenty of room tor two
vehicles in the road.
taking the
The natives admitted
shotgun away from
Garcia served five years at Santa
Fe for stabbing a man at Los
Duranes.

ANN ISEUSARY OF

TEXAS 1 N D E I "EN DE NCE.
Austin, Tex., Mar. 2. The seventy-fir- st
anniversary of the Texas declaration of Independence was observed as a legal holiday thrqughodt the.
state today. Exercises
appropriate
to the occasion were held In ull the
schools and colleges. The Texas
of Independence
was
declaration
framed at Washlngton-on-the-Bra- a
js
by a convention of delegates assem1,
bled there March
1836. to plan a
provisional government for what wis
to be the republic of Texas. On the
second day, March 2, the convention
and declaration were signed. To the
people of Texas this date possesses
additional significance as It is also
the anniversary of the birth of General Sain Houston.
TESTIMONIAL DINNER
IX) "TODY" HAMILTON.
New York. Mar. 2. The Waldorf
Astoria Is to be the scene tonight of
what bids fair to be one of the most
notable testimonial dinner ever given In the metropolis. The guest of
will
be
honor
Tody" Hamilton,
known among his friends as one of
the greatest writers of fiction America has ever produced, though his
works find no place on library shelves.
"Tody" Is the press agent of the liar-nu& Uailey circus and he Is retiring after twenty-liv- e
years of service.
Ills friends In all branches of
the amusement world have combined
with newspaper men all over the
country to give this dinner, at which
there will be presented to him u substantial testimonial.

FITZGERALD ARRESTED
ON CHARGE OF ASSAVLT,
Chicaro,
March 2. A warrtnt
charging George W. Fitzgerald, ths
teller of the
from whose
cage $173,000 disappeared, with asd
sault, was sworn out today.
attacked a newspaper man
who, he declared, had threatened his
wife, and the warrant was the result.
Fitzgerald could not be found early
today, but later telephoned the police
that he would appear and give himself up. He was later released on
bond.
y,

Flu-geral-

m

JURY OF KEEN NEWS WRITERS, HEARING

"NOT GUILTY"

ALL OF THAW TRIAL, VOTE

TO
l
CONVENTION.
Chicago, III., M r. 2. Many dele-i- 'i
Chicago to at-- i
gates are arriving
tend the annual i lonal convention
lux
society of the
of the Servian Oi tli
United States, wh: h will begin its
sessions tomorrow, The society has
a membership of about 11,000 and
alms to better tie condition of the
emigrated
to
Servians who h.n
America. Sava R i lakovitch, of
semer, Colo., Is the
and will
preside over the c invention.
GEORGE TOWNS WINS
HAMI'ION'SHIP.
KCI'LLIV
Sidney. N. S. V.. March 2. George
Towns, Australian sculler, today defeated Edward Lw in, of Canada, by
three lengths, for wthe sculling chamrid.
pionship of the
The ra.'e
took place upon the Nepean river and
was for $2,500 a
SERVIAN SOt I E I

Y

IIOI
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Worst Storm of Winter.
Mar. 2. Southern
Mississippi and Loulsana have for two
days experienced the worst storm of
mani-fesln- g
the winter, the disturbance
itself in torrential rains, fatal
displays
cyclonic
electrical
and
winds.
At least one death was caused by the
storm and thousands of dollars worth
of damage done. At Philadelphia,
Mississippi, a tornado damaged small
buildings. At Meridian, Miss., more
than rive Inches of rain fell, making
South Walpe creek a half mile wide.
At McNeil. Miss., many bridges were
washed away. The Mobile, Jackson
a.-Kansas City railroad suffered nine
washouts. In Louisiana, creeks and
bayous overflowed and the Mississip- FIFTIETH OIIIMN VI ION AN'N VE1LSAKV ' OHIO PASTOR.
pi liver levees already soft received
2.
O. Z. Mech-s- t
Hamilton O., M
dangerous soakings.
ling, one of the
active minis-- !
for forty pears
HICAGO REPIBLICANS
XOM.
K" In Ohio ic
I OR MAOH
pastor of the Cm.
church
INYI'E 111
morrow celebra:e
Chicago, March 2. The republican in this city, will
ordlna-cerclsof
today nominated
cily convention
his
Hid
evic6uih
will be
Postmaster Frederick A. Russe for tion. Interesting
mayor.
The platform favors the held, with addre- s by the Rev.
traction ordinances recently pasje.l Washington Gladd :i and other prom
by the council over the major's vet
Inent churchmen.
New Orleans.

GRAND

New York, Mar. 2. Public spirited
cltlsens, powerful and wealthy, according to the World today, are behind the suit Instigated In the courts
of New Hampshire by her son, Geo.
W. Glover, and other relatives, to se
cure an accounting of the financial
affairs of Mrs. Mary Baker Glover
Eddy, head of the Christian Science
church.

law.

0

The IK'ad.
ENGINEER WILLIAM FISHERi
New Haven.
ENG INKER NORTON. Waterbury.
FIREMAN CHARLES CARPENTER.
London Dreads Bankruptcy.
FIREMAN, name unknown.
London, Mar. 2. The hottest poliThe Injured.
tical struggle in the modern history
Fred C. Russell, New Haven.
C. V. Chaplin, New Haven.
of London ends at the polls today in
Lieutenant Nathan Fitch, New Ha-vathe election of a new county council. The issue Is solely the question
Lieutenant A. G. Grabb, New Haof the further municipalization of local industries.
At the present time ven.
Charles E. Julian. New Haven, prl-- j
the progressive solialists are in control of the county council, where they vate secretary to Governor Woodruff.
V. G. Hedges, New Haven.
since 1889.
have been entrenched
John L. GllBon.
They huve lately sprung a new enRoltman, New Haven.
terprise,
which contemplates
thi Carl
Patrick Craven, Waterbury.
purchase of nearly all the existing
Eaton,
Conductor
electric lighting and power underHaggagemaster
Terence Brcnan.
takings, at a cost of 120,000,000.
Assistant Postmaster William P.
It has been pointed out that most Tultle,
New
Haven.
of these plants will be useless n
Captain William H. Spencer, of
great centralized
electrical world,
C, New Haven.
entailing an enormous Initial lo , Company
I
ngiu SHR CM F VUG CM F MFMF
which of course will fall really upon
the taxpayers. Moreover, all electriWaterbury, Mar. 2. By order of
cal engineers agree that tho councl Coroner
Mix it is understood
that
Is totally unable to manage the conwarrants had been prepared for the
templated works to the best advan- arrest
George
Conductor
of
Eaton,
tage, especially since the Industry has who had charge of the special which
not yet passed beyond the speculative was
wrecked last night, and for Enstage.
gineer Wm. E.
of the special.
Londor is already on the verge of It was supposed Fisher
Fisher was killed
bankruptcy as a result of the extra- but his body hasthat
not been found and
vagances of the progressive soclall it the belief is growing that he Jumped
government. Under their control the and fled.
city's debt lias Increased from 135 a
Sower Explosion Kills Two.
head to 80 a head. Realization of
Chicago, Mar. 2. While a gang of
the critical condition of affairs has
finally roused the taxpayers to ex- laborers was working In the sewer in
street today, one accitraordinary efforts to turn the so- Elghty-llrs- t
cialists out at today's election. The dentally struck a stick of dynamite
pick
axe. A terrific explohis
with
latter, however, are well entrenched
followed, killing two and seriand the indications seem to favor a sion
ously injurylng several others.
renewal of their power.

THINKS EIGirr"T2AItS
WILL 4
....IE CANAL.
New York, Mar. 2. Frank Mallhy,
assistant to the chief engineer of the
1', mam. i canal,
in an Interview, is
quoted as saying that with the increased force at the isthmus at the
rate things are going now, he believes
tlie canal will be built in eight years.

WEARIMi

Democratic Agreement.
Washington, March 2. What pracamounts to an agreement to
THOUHASTALLSEASONS HARRIMAN WOULD PLAY tically
talk the ship subsidy bill to death,
was reached by the democratic senators today.
This understanding was
the result of a conference on the floor
FOR THINE OWN
!
THE BULLDOZER
of the senate between the leaders of
the minority and Representative John
Sharp Williams and Representative
Shirley, leaders of the minority In
DEATH
IT SEEMS
the house, who opposed the passage
of the bill by the house yesterday.
Senator Carmack said shortly after
the senate met today:
"The senate
will not concur In the amendments If
Fatal Wreck of Train In
Won't Build Million and Quar I can get one or two more to help
me, and I think I have them now."
.
lUuckburn Kajr So.
Explosion
ter Block In Omaha BeThe chairman of the democrat 12
senatorial caucus, Joe C. lilackburn,
In Chicago.
cause of Legislature.
gave notice to the republican leaders
that he would not permit the ship
subsidy bill to pass the senate beSpeaking of the
FAR SOUTH SUFFERS
fore adjournment.
FRISCO TO SEIZE SPRING
matter afterward, he said that If
FROM FATAL STORM
VALLEY WATER PLANT necessary the democrats would talk
until the gavel shall fall Monday.

Santa Fe. to reconsider the vote by
which the house passed the bill. He
objected to an amendment to the bill
adopted by the house upon the sug-

SECOND ANNUAL I'OWKK
ItOAT SHOW AT CHICAGO.
Chicago, 111., Mar. 2. After weeks
of preparation Chicago's second annual power boat show opens in the
seventh regiment armory tonight, to
continue through next week. In the
number and variety of exhibits the
show this year easily eclipses lait
Practically every
year's exhibition.
important conccn in the country i
represented. The scores of boats displayed are of all sizes and kinds and
there Is u'.so an elaborate exhibition
of engines and other accessories. The
exhibition In a word is a clear demonstration of the great stride made
by the motor boat industry during
the past year or two.

OF

New Tork, Mar. 2. Every day of
the Thaw trial apparently takes the
district attorney so much nearer to
the foundation he is trying to lay for
a request for a commission in lunacy
as the first step in the attempt to
send tho slayer of Stanford White to
an asylum for the criminally Insane.
When the court reconvenes Monday
the examination of Dr. Evans will be
concluded and other medical men. w ill
be called for cross examination in the
continuance of Jerome's attempt to
show that Thaws insanity Is of such
nature as to be incurable or at least
of such a character as to make It un
likely he has yet recovered from the
mental derangement. Jerome Is firmly convinced or pretends to be, that
Thaw's mental condition Is the result of par an oca and not melancholia,
as the defense has tried to show.
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REMARKABLE RESl'LT OF A
I'OI.L TAKEN ESPECIALLY lt)R
OF THE
NEWSPAPER,
THS
NEWSPAPER PEOPLE WHO ARE
REPORTING GREAT CASE.
Not even the jury which Is
silting in Judgment on Harry Thaw
has a better chance to weigh the merits of the case than the newspaper
writers, who are reporting the trial
for the press of the world. This Intelligent, keen, trained body of men
and women hear every word of the
leHtlmnny; as each day passes they
study every bit of evidence; they observe every move of the actors In the
great drama, and consider the meaning thereof.
What, then, might be
How
their opinion of the case'.'
would they vote If they were the Jury?
'I'll, ku questions suggested a poll of
the trial reporters, and the staff correspondent of this newspaper was Instructed to take it His story of the
result follows.
Note.

Special Correspondence
New York, Mar. 2. If the f.ite of
Harry Thaw were left t a Jury composed of the newspaper writers at the
trial the nvcjorlly ole would be for
acquittal.

There are only two votes for conviction out of fifteen of the leading
reporters and correspondents at the
trial.
This newspaper Jury has heard the
evidence every word of it as has
the Jury that will decide what is to
become of Harry Thaw.
Eleven stand unequivocally for ac- One believes that the evi- ciuitlal.
deuce so far produced by the state
against Thaw is not sufficient to con- vict him, but he would not vote to
acquit. fine correspondent
decides
that Matleawan Is the place for'
Thaw, and two bel.eve that he should
be convicted of the murder of Stanford White.
It Is fair to say that In the case
of several writers their Verdict Is exactly contradictory to what they be- lieve the actual Jury In the case will
find.
They expressed their opinions
is if they actually had the case In
llielr own hands to decide and not
what they prophesy in the stories as
to the probable outcome of the case.
This poll of the writers was taken after the whole of Evelyn Thaw's
Iramatlc story had been beard and
cf'er District Attorney Jerome had
tinished his tonic-tiThe verdict nf the newspaper
villeis Is based I lively on that story,
n
partly on the testimony of thu
1

j
j

'

'

alienists. Tli is is how the vote stood:
The Jury anil lit Yolo:
J. Swenhardt. New York Evening
Sun Convict
MacGregor llond, New York Evening Telegram Acquit.
Win. UoJler, .New York American
Acquit.
Morrie Scheck, Philadelphia Telegraph Muiteawan.
Katheilne l.ci kie. special w riter
Acquit.
Frank W. Spencer. Scripps-Mt'Ra- e
l'rcss association and Publishers
Press Acquit.
Win. II. iirlMK. Newspaper Kilter-pris- e
Association
'ouvict.
Ifeatiice Fairfax, special writer
Acquit.
Saqul Smith. London Telegraph
4

Acquit.

Louis
llulletln

Philadelphia
icI.aiiUKhlin.
Evidence so far not enough

M

to convict.

Kobelt Wilkes.

A equit.

New York World

New
Carl right.
Robert
York
Evening Journal Acquit
K. N. Robertson. Association Press
cqllll.
Irving liai on
York Journal
Acquit.
-,
,1
thoi
Julian
writer
N-- w

,v

Acqlll'.

'
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grocery buliis snd nls
rrlends say that bis enormous fortune win a"cuniulated ns a result of
A
fortunate speculation. As n rule the
;n
governors of this state have not lie
distinguished for wealth, but none of
them could be said to be nnythl.ig '
"comfortably well fixed.
les than besides
Hicgins were men
but sonic
of what Is deemed vast fortunes even
In those days of
Samuel Tllden, elected In h 7 4. was
veiy wealthy, as his bequest of t ?:i
million dollars or more for education
purposes showed; though It may l3
recalled In passing that the contest
of his will resulted In n compromise
which gave his relatives, the contestants, the greater part of the estate.
Roswell P. Flower, elected In 1K1, And How a Lady Landholder
dieil worth several millions, nnd I.ovi
P. Morton, elected in IS'.H, Is underProved too Much For
stood to be a very wealthy man.
Higgins only leaves small amounts to
Her Tenants.
public Institutions of any sort, so that
up to date Tikle'n stands alone in that
respect.
In many ways the people of Nov PRINCESS LOUISE FEELS
York are the slowest in tli country.
We have at last decided to do away
We set th '
with rosecar transit.
THE CLUTCH OF POVERTY
fashions for the west In some things,
and we make the pace too hot for
In til?
London In many directions.
matter of governing ourselves we ae
far behind London and the towns In .Men Foget Decency and In True
what the theatrical agent would call
"the long grass." Filthy street., InRuffian Style Attack Several
decent transit, and a thousand impositions which neither London nor
Women Suffragists.
Cleveland would tolerate we accept
with thanks and apologies. In
London, Mar. 2. A princess who
law making the state lag?
far behind her sisters. We have not chastised her imperious cook, and a
yet arrived, ill ordering our election, countess who discomfited her lordly
w here Massachusetts
was years ng i. tenants are coming in for all the
of praise, that belongs to
That state, too, long since showed us
the way to guard against Insurance those alas! so few who still uphold
y
the rights nnd enjoyments of wealth
We have passed an
frauds.
which Wisconsin discarded two and nobility. Princess Toussouw, ot
years ago as out of date, and what Regent's Park, descended to her kitthe Hadgers undertook three years chen tha other day to complain
ago In the way of supervising rail- about the fire and the cooking. Lyroads Is here only In the stage of the ing in a blanket In front of the lire
governor's recommendation.
We ap- was a Pomeranian dog .at sight of
pear to be singularly cut off from the which the princess flew Into it rage.
rest of the world especially from the After a lively duel of tongues (the
princes in Kgyptlan and the cook
rest of America.
in .Swedish) the girl was dismissed,
Apparently, the large boodle fund but refused to go. Then she win
said to have been collected to beat struck and kicked and violently
Commissioner lllngham's police
pushed through a corridor Into th5
plan has not yet turned outer air. Her arms were black anJ
up at Albany. The assembly cities blue and her clothing In tatters, she
committee has agreed to recommend told the consul general of Sweden,
for passage the bill giving the Nov to ivlpm she appealed. He took up
Yory police commissioner full power tho cne and proceedings were instiover his force of Inspectors and th.i tuted.
central
detective
bureau.
There
Princess Toussoun, In giving her
seems to be no doubt about the suc- version of the extraordinary fracas
cess of the legislation in the "Tower In the kitchen explained that she took
house.
How tho Bingham bill will the cook by the shoulder with one
fare in the senate remains to bo seen. hand, and put tho other hand in the
There are still many men there who l middle of her back, so as to have
voted with McCarren and O'Grady "'plenty of force" to push her out.
against SO per cent gas and whose The cook called to her Pomeranian
opinions on that subject underwent to bite the princess and shouted to
a sudden and unaccountable change. a maid to fetch the police, but notIn this Instance there Is no fear of withstanding cries and struggles, she
intervention in behalf of the Blng-ha- was scientifically put out Into tho
scheme by Governor Hughes, street and sent about her business.
who does not meddle with the legisla- No matter what
International exture's business. Hut It should be said change of dinlectics diplomacy may
that the handling of a boodle fund In become involved in ,the prlnce-is- '
Albany under the searching eyes of method of bouncing a cook, either
the resourceful Hughes would be
foreigner or domestic, ought to be rewith unusual hazards. There garded not lightly ns a distinct adis a district attorney In Albany counvance In housewifery.
ty, and a grand Jury. And tho governor of New York can remove any
The CoiiiiIoh Won Her Point.
district attorney who does not sect
The controversy between the Counout and punish crime.
tess of Carlisle and her tenants Is
though perhaps less
The announcement made by Mr. equally amusing,
as a guiding principle for
Oates that Mr. Rockefeller's fortune striking
did not exceed $300,000,000 has come lady landlords as a class. Her lady
as a cruel blow to many citizens. ship's Idea of beauty in architecture
with Tenant ArmTo have Mr. Rockefeller sink to t'ne did not agree
Insignificant level of half a dozen or strong's. She thought his plans rath
er
vulgar,
not like to tel
but
did
more wealthy men Is such a disaster
to gossips and reformers that many him so. As all the other tenants sub
mitted similar objectionable plans in
of the latter may be driven to foregeneral
for Improving the
closure and desperation.
If Mr. aestate, me scheme
Rockefeller has really known how ut- loggerheads countess found herself at
with
As
all of them.
terly the brain work of thousands of
had been studying for twelve
people depends upon rumors about she
years
to familiarize herself with queshis wealth, he would never have allowed the facts to come to light.' Ha tions of architecture and sanitation,
and
held
that she was a specialist in
would have published some oracular such matters,
she did not propose
statement capable of seven or eight
that all this time and trouble should
different interpretations, so that all go
for naught because of her tenants'
manner of men might construe It afobstinacy. The upshot was that lie
ter their personal fancies. Coming had
all the drain pipes cut and the
out unequivocally, though, with a
supply diverted. Then the
confession that classes him along water
tenunU sought iin Injunction: but
a 1th the late Marshall Field and other old school millionaires Mr. Rocke- the countess, s a witness, turned
feller ruthlessly robs many a good questioner herself, and simply consoul of raw material for the table vulsed the court in a war of wits with
Edward Carson, counsel for the
conversation and takes the zest out .f Sir
tenants.
Despairing of driving her
many a struggling periodical.
ladyship into a corner where she
could not parry his questions, Sir Ed
ward, at the end of the first dav.
his clients to seek a com
NEW MEXICO FIREMEN advised
promise, which her ladvshli) was
gracious enough to consent to, see
ing to it, however, that woman
would have her way in the end.
INCORPORATE FOR BEAmerican
Arriving.
The American licheuaes are trooping to London for the gay season,
NEVOLENT PURPOSES
Princess Hatzfeldt, one of the late
arrivals, came up to town several
days ago from Draycott, where she
has been entertaining Captain anJ
Mrs. Spencer
The latvr,
Los Pinos Wool Growers As- who was Miss llolloinl.
Lulu Pfizer, will fake
a house In London this season. Mr.
und Mrs. Harry Lehr, who are toursociation Organized.
ing Kurope with the John Drexels.
after a brllllunt stay In llerlln. where
Notaries Public.
they attended the ball given by the
kaiser, are now tn route here, via
Dresden. Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbllt
Articles of Incorporation.
and her daughter, Gladys, who have
The following articles of Incorporaalso been In lierlin, have been dotion have been filed in the office of ing 'the
Mf. and Mr
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds: Lehr will continent.
be the guests of Mrs. AnNew Mexico Association of Firemen thony Drexel
in
Carlton
House terPrincipal place of business at Santa race. Mrs.
Drexel was the widow
Fe, Santa Fe
county.
Territorial
one of the Drexels. of the great
agent. A. M. Deltlebach, at Santa Fe. of
and Is exceedingly
No capital stock, object, benevolent banking firm.
wealthy.
Mr. I. hr Is famed across
and fraternal organization. Duration, the
as
Atlantic
the
best cotillion leadfifty
years.
Incorporators. Frank er in
the states. Though probably
Owen, F'-- d
Muller ami A. M.
greater
in numbers than ever before,
of bantu Fe; Kemard Ruppc
of Albuquerque, and K. P. Mackel the American smart set will miss the
Duchess of Marlborough, her paren.s,
of Kust Las Vegas.
The Los Pinos Wool Growers' asso- Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Relmont. and
ciation. Principal place of business Inr brother and sister-in-laMr
at Ios Pinos, Rio Arriba county. Ter- and Mrs. W. K. Vanderbllt, all of
whom,
agent,
ritorial
but for the separation of the
Jose Daniiaii lmran, at
U.s Pinos. Capital slock $3.11011, di- iluchess from her husband, wii'd
vided into thaies ,,f cqu.il amount have spent Hi,, spring months
;.t
among the stockholders, object, pro- Sunderland House.
As it Is. tli y
moting tile welfare of the sheep iiinl base all gone to Ule south
of France,
wool industries and the interests of win re the iluchess Is taking her
two
the loeinu.rs. Duration, fifty years, y..ui,g sons, Lord i landford and Lord
lncorpor.itoi s. Luis Romero, 'Antonio Ivor Spencer Churchill, to
remain
J '"itiz l.v.ei.n,, y. Martinez, lvdro until
it is time lor the bovs to ioln
G.in-iaall of ortiz, Colorado, and their father for six
moiiths.'as
agree I
'
I'tic lai! Dur.n., .,f Los Pino.
'
tin- estranged parents.
"1
I icsli
Notoriety for Prince..
Nolam - public pix.inuil.
Her baggage having been seized for
Tine fol li w inif lime f.eeti h i .i
..
debt.
Piincess
Louise is just at presPolar
public
Governor Hag-- r
ent living most modestly in a Paris
in i ri
hotel.
owes
i,
she
several thousaul
iienry
,n Velfas
of
Miguel c. cu.tv; Ch.is. M. Marshall o pounds to a jeweler, and, failing o
liama. Rio Arrib.t county;
J Roberts, if Raton. Colfax Clarenci
canity
a small
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CARUSO GOES ON
STRIKE

FOR

$3,000
For Each Appearance and
For Fifty Appearances in
Six Akmths.

nt

ami-lobb-

GOVERNOR

KING

WAS

W0RTHS1 5,000,000
Ne

York's 12,000 Women Teachers Want Same Wages 2.000
Men Teachers Get.

New York. M.ir.
2.
During tho
piesent universal wage raising epidemic Signor Caruso, the renowned
tenor. has caught the Infection. A
labor union of one, having a monopoly In a certain throat product that
,
much delight the glittering
he laid before Hrr Conrled for
Hlgnature a new scale. Art Is never
commercial, never knows how to
drive bargains, wo all he of the monkey house asked for was $3,000 P'-performance, Hnil a guarantee of fifty
appearances per season, or J 150, 000
for six months work. History does
not state what the' Impressario's reply to the lirst demand was, but it 's
a significant coincidence that sojn
after Caruso's demand word came
out that Herr Conrled was not
as speedily as his friends
hoped he would. To be held up or
not to be help up that was the question. H Is better to give a
note, thought
the ImpressariJ,
for each of those saccharine notes or
try and get along without them?
Hammerstein, there was the rub, for
who knew what he would be foil
enough to offer the hero of the simian
palace? Conrled did not take long
to consider for after some bartering
he appeased the tenor with an offer
of $2,300 a performance and guaranteed the fifty appearances at this
hors-i-nhoe-

r

ten-doll- ar

num.

That Dcuilly Cocaine.
Cocaine Is blamed for a lot of human ills by Dr. T. D. Crothers.
an
eminent physician,
has delivered
Medico-Lega lecture before the who
society. He said that fifteen years ago
this country Imported only $50,000
worth of the drug, as against $400.- 000 last year. This increase was In
face of the fact that medical practl-tioneewere using little more than
formerly.
"Fiends," he said, were
using part of the great Importation
and patent medicine makers the rest.
Ho described the first stages of thj
addiction as fruitful of a remarkable flow of thought and beauty of
diction, and made the remarkao:e
statement that in several novels
with
these qualities, which had attracted
much attention of late, he saw the
results of the drugs use. He considered, too, that many of the vacuous newspaper editorials of the day
could be traced to cocaine, w hich was
a more dangerous drug than morphine and more harmful than alcohol.. He declared that the use of
cocaine and alcohol, even In the
smallest quantities, led to Insanity
When the doctor made the last statement he became very
and
some one In the room vehement
created much
amusement by remarking, "physician
heal thyself,"
al

rs

1

Took Too Much Rake-ofA number of plain clothes policemen In Brooklyn have been suspended and are awaiting charges of levying tribute
from
saloon keeper).
Kight policemen will be charged, anl
fourteen saloon keepers will give evidence of being blackmailed. Conditions are disgraceful as certain plain
clothes men became so ravenous that
they took us little as half a dollar,
and mo daring, that they started to
levy blackmail all round. Until recently they confined their operatlo is
to Polish, Italian and German saloon
keepers, who could speak very little
English, but they have largely extended their
field
of
operations.
Home of the grafting policemen appointed Italian friends to squeeze
money out of the Italian saloon keepers, polish blackmailers to look lifter
the Polish saloon keepers, and Hebrews to collect from
in the
ttajoon business. There is one captain
unucr suspicion. It Is said that he
spends more than his salary In champagne, it Is said, too, that he recently announced that he would do
his own collecting, as he feared :a
wardmen cribbed a lot of the money.
He didn't think It would do to tnak".-thecarry each registers and ring up
the receipts, it wouldn't look Aell
and might cause some comment. The
Retail Liquor liealers' association
the district attoine in the
prosecutions.
s

Wealthy New York Governors.
Though no mention of the value of
the estate left by the late (lover i r
Higgins Is mentioned In his will the
public will probably bo surprised to
hear that un accurate estimate places
U at about $1.1,000.000. He inherited

m

a--

h.

,

ri-ll.-

,

OLD PALACE

make good here promises, he has
sought the Intervention of the courts.
Though the daughter of the richest
king In Kuropr, this princess of the
Helglans Is almost reduced to privation the p.nnltv she Is nnvlnor for
having forfeited old King Leopol I's
affection by her madcap career. The
princess Is greatlv distressed over th
confiscation of her belongings. she
thinks It a pltv she has been brought
before the public In this way. "The
newspapers,"
she says, "make thJ
most of every trifle that may be used
against me. I think It Is sad that I,
the daughter of the richest king in
Kurope, have but a small income to
llvo upon an Income wholly Insufficient to maintain my rank. However, I do not complain, and will endure every privation In order to pay
every franc I owe. 1 have a great
many creditors, ami naturally I cannot pay them all at once. I have
been living in this hotel for seven
years, and this Jeweler might have
known by this time that lie could
trust me to pay my debts.
Oiilriigvous Scene After a
Miss Lily Parkhurst returned from
Manchester with a black eye, Mr.
Chatterton with the marks of a man's
fingers on her throat,
Miss
Alice
Milne with a wrenched ankle, and
Miss Gawthorpe with a generally battered countenance.
These ladles
made up a committee of the fighting
suffragettes, which went to Manchester to tackle Mr. Winton Churchill,
the colonial secretary, who was down
for a speech.. Mr. Churchill's answers to a pile of woman suffrage
questions submitted by the con.mlt-te- e
failed to satisfy the ladies, nnd
Miss Parkhurst began a shrill excoriation of the. speaker.
Instantly
she was surrounded by several men,
one of whom knocked her down and
tho others kicked her. Miss
and Miss Milne clln.bed on
the press table and cried shame, onl
to be thrown olT and dragged out of
the hall. Miss C.awthorpe fainted,
and would have been seriously Injured but that some men passing In
the street came to her rescue. Mean-tinMrs. Chatterton
was almost
strangled by one of the men, who
seized her and forced her back Into
her seat. The ladies declare that
the managers of the meeting had
made up their minds to treat the
committee with violence before Mr.
Churchill spoke, and that the attack
and brutality was really unprovoked.
It was a far rougher experience than
their repulse on the opening day of
parliament, and it was a wonder, they
assert, that some one was not killed.
Mr. Churchill, it appears, made a
hasty exit from the meeting the moment the scrimmage began, and disclaims any personal participation
n
the ulTalr or any knowledge that such
rough tactics had been determined
on in advunce.

Saturday, march

j

WAXTEP.
Wes".
Messenger boys.
ern Union Telegraph otllce.
WANTKD
At once, a waiter and n
dish washer. Hanta Fe Restaurant.
WANTKD
At once, a girl who understands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED Girl for general houseApply at 701 South High
work.
street.
WANTKD
GenUemairs secondhand clothing. No. 61 S South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to 25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you?
Write for samples nnd exclusive
U. S.
ngen?y.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.
SALESMEN WANTED.
Experienced
WANTED Salesmen
in any line to sell general trade
in New Mexico; un unexcelled spe
daily proposition; commission with
$3a weekly for expenses.
lii;
Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland,
WANTKD

DRUGS
always
Don't
how
think
you
cheap
can get them.
Think instead, where you can
get tho freshest, the purest
nnd strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
Ami our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental

I.lfe Building.

Ohio.
WANTKD
Capable
cover New Mexico,

Corner Br adwav and

East Railroad Avenue
Colo rhone, Illack 30.

iaw-thor-

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

e,

Full Set of Teeth
Filling
(old Crowns
Painless Extracting
Gold

$1.50

up
$6
60n

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

high commissions,
monthly advance;
tion to right man.
I'd,. Detroit, Mich.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT A house at 314 East
Cromwell avenue. SI 5.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping;
Inquire at
$12.
408 North Second street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished "rooms
with all modern conveniences. With
or without board. 4 22 North Sixth
ntreet.
FOR
RENT Five room
house,
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent. ?09 North Sec-on- d
street. Apply to F. H. Strong.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tljeras p.venue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteucci, 624
West Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner
of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished
house, ulso two and three room
Hats, very reasonable to good tenants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT Nine-acr- e
ranch, on
Mountain
road;
houo,
large chicken yard, 6 ncres in alfalfa, 2 ncres In fruit trees.
at this office.
FOR RENT 1003 South Fourth,
near street car and shops; new
brick. 3 large elegant rooms and
closets;
screened
porches, city
water;
cheap.
Inquire
DjyJ
Hunsaklr, 205 Gold avenue.
i'OK SALE.
FOr'sALE A good big cVw, will" be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The Cltl
m

ROOM

BLDO.

1

Irish llcauty Show In Isniilou.
All the Irish beauties are coming
to town to shine at the St. Patrick's
day sale, which is held annually In
one of the great houses of the nobil-

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

I.OAXS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wngons and other Chattels
nlso on SALARIES
AND
WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa $16
and as high as $200. Loans ara
quickly made nnd strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant r.ldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening!!.
On

You Waited
Too Long

POR TERFIELD CO.
216 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrighta,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
11. W. I). Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque. N. M.
OlTloe,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT I .AW.
Office,
Cromwell block. Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
Bit. J.

K. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and ?, Burnett building,
over O'Rielly's drug store. Phone
No. 744, Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Alirer. I). I. s.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Off lea
hours, 9 a. m to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
6
m.
p. m. Both phones. Apto
P.
pointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. if.
Homeopathic liiyslclan and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque. N. M.
DR. It. L. MUST.
Office,
N. T. Arinljo Rldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
zen.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
A. BORDERS.
good as new at sacrifice. Address Commercial Club building.
BlaclS
Underwood, Citizen office.
or White hearse, $5.
FOR
SALE The Claude Glrard
ARCHITECTS
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequla, near SixBar-ne- tt
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
teenth street. Inquire on premises
building, Albuquerque, N. M.
or at 300 North Proadway.
Both phones.
FOR SALE Majority ot stock in esCIVIL ENGINEER.
tablished and paying retail business. Incorporated. Ow.er wishes
J. R. Farwell.
to leave city. Address lo. 1126,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
Dally Citizen.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
t'OR SALE At the "Variety you
will find fine home made bread, 6c
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked
Office
W. B. Childera.
117
beans, soup and other good things West Goldwith
avenue.
stlrctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 666 South Arno St.
J. S. MAULEY
Accountant.
ILUIt DRESSER AJTD CHIROPOBooks checked un. 'small sets of
DIST.
books kept ud: Grocers'. hutchem'.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlorj, No. and physicians' books looked after
209 West Railroad avenue, la pre- and collections made. Able corps of
pared to give thorough scalp treat- assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Causo of Stomach Trouble.
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
When a man has trobule with in3
gives massage treatment and maniyou may know that he is
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara- stomach
eating more
he should or of
tion of complexion cream builds up some article than
of food or drink not
the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,, suited to his age or occupation,
or
and Is guaranteed not to be In- that his bowels are
habitually
jurious. She also prepares a hair constipated.
ITake
Chamberlain's
tonic that cures and prevents dan Stomach and Liyer Tablets to regulate
the
improve
bowels
and
the
druft and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles, digestion and see if the trouble does
disappear. Ask for a free samwarts and superfluous hair. Also a not
ple. Sold by all druggists.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
NOTICE FOR PCtrt.ICTIOV.
preparations are purely vegetable
compounds. Have just added a vi- Department of the Interior, Land Ofbrator machine for treatment of
fice ut Santa Fe, N. M.
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
January 2). 1907.
Is also used for rheumatism,
pains
Notice Is hereby given that Sanand massage.
tiago Garcia, of Chlllli, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK DOR- final five-yeproof In support of .
MITORY.
Department of tho Inter- his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
ior, Office of Indian Affairs. Washing- 6591 made October 2, 1901, for the
ton, D. C, Feb. 19, 1907.
Sealed SEU NWVi. E',i SWli and SW4'
proposals, plainly marked on the out- SEli, Section 3, Township 8 N, Range
side of the sealed envelope,
"Pro- 6 E, and that said proof will be made
posals for Dormitory at Santa Fe before 11. W. 8. Otero, United States
School, New Mexico,'' and addressed Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
to the Commissioner of Indian Af- N. M on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
fairs, Washington, D. C, will be reto prove his continuous residence upceived at the Indian Ottice until two on,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
o'clock p. m. nf March 21, 1907. for
Manuel Y. Acunla. Antonio Sandofurnishing and delivering the
val, Julian Lucero and Jose Mori all
materials ami labor required
to construct and complete a brick of Chilill. N. M.
MANUEL It. iTERO.
dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
Register.
and electric lighting at the Santa
Fe school. New Mexico, In strict acThe News No pure muh cough
cordance with plans, speclllcatiom laws would bo needed, if ali cough
and Instructions to bidders
which cures were like Dr. Sboop's Cough
may be examined at this otlice, tho Cure Is and has been for 20 years.
otlices of the 'Improvement
BulleThe national law now requires that If
tin," Minneapolis, Minn ; "American any poisons enter Into a cough mixContractor," 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen," ture, It must be printed on the label
Albuquerque. N. M ; "New Mexican," or package. For this reason mothers,
Santa Fe. N. M ; "Evening Herald," and others, should insist on having
Durango, Colo ; Builders' and Trad- Dr. Shoop'g Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's
ers' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb , St.
labels and
Wis.,
Paul,
Minneapolis,
Minn.; none in the medicine, else It must by
be
on
law
And
label.
the
it's not only
Northwestern
Manufacturers'
Asso.,
St. Paul. Wis.; U. S. Indian Ware- safe, but it is said to be by those that
know
best,
it
a
truly
remarkable
houses, nt Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha
and New York, and at the school. cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly
your
with
children.
Insist on
For further information apply to C.
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. ComJ. Crandall. Supt., Santa Fe,
M pare
carefully the Dr. Shoop package
C. F. I, A It It A HE K, Acting Commiswith others and see No poison marks
sioner.
there. You can always be on Die safe
o
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
tluinilMi Iain's folic. Cholera f,i
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This remedy lias been in use f r other. Sold by all druggists.
over thirty years and has proved Itself to be the most successful remedy yet discovered for bowel com- MOTT'S
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
plaints
It never fails.
s,.. bv all
m

ity. Among the Irish ladies of title
who are to preside over booths and
D
touch the depths of the pockets of
purchasers
are Lady Lansdowne,
Lady Londonderry,
Lady Restive,
lady
Lady Arthur itut-le- r.
Lady Carew, and Lady Arthur
Hill.
Kight other ladies of equal
rank will devote their energies to
the sale, while some of the men on
the committee are Lord Hill, Lord
Rlngham, Sir Horace Plunkett (particularly well known in America),
and Captain Sinclair.
The great Santa Fe and.Torrance Counladies are each recruiting a bevy of
the prettiest lasses to be found, and
ties Hot Rivals For
for a week, at least, the 'American
type of beauty will bo quite In eclipse.
New Settlers.
Lady Aberdeen, wife of the viceroy of
Ireland, Is as warmly Interested as
ever in the
le, of which she Is the
Santa Fe. Mar. 1. One hundred
founder.
original homestead enand fifty-si- x
were recorded at the local UnitDispute) Over a Female Miser's Will. tries
ed States land office for the month
A tight for the estate of a woma.l of February.
Of these B3 were from
who died of hunger has developed Torrance county and 60 from Santa
some unique features.
Though Mrs. Fe county. Applications for as many
Charlotte Spiers had considerable more were received but were not enmoney in two banks, and nlso a tidy tered upon the books because the
sum in her pocket, yet It was proved present clerical force Is Insufficient to
that death was due ' to starvation. properly handle the Increased volume
She lived alone and upon charity, of business.
During the last eight days of the
this female miser, and nobody suspected her of hoarding money. She month six desert land entries were
appealed to a public charity agent, recorded but applications were reand from him received aid on vari- ceived for many more, which will be
ous occasions, for which she appear- credited as entries to March. Hetween
ed very grateful.
Sending for the sixty and eighty final homestead en
agent one day. she requested ;.im to tries were tied up during the month
account of a recent order issued
draw up a will, now in dispute. He on
was, she said, "the only person who by the general land office requiring
the spet lal agents to make a personal
had ever been kind to her," and she examination
of the land before the iswanted to repay him by leaving suance of llnal
certificates.
everything to him. Merely to gratify However, this homestead been
partly
order has
what he thought the whim of a dying revoked by another
few days ago.
woman, tho charity agent drew up which obviates the anecessity
in
her will. She recovered, and the will specting the claims before theof final
was forgotten until a year later, shi proofs are accepted.
was found dead In bed. Then the
The business for the month in dewill came to light, together with two tail us shown by
the books was as
bank books showing deposits totaling follows:
several thousand pounds. A nephew,
Original homestead
pntrles, 156;
who had always ignored the old wo- acres entered, 114,191.
man's existence, now conies forward
Desert land entries, 6: ucres en
and demands that the money shall tered, 840.
be turned over to him. As It hapThe original homestead
entries
pens to be legally improper to draw were divided among the various coun
up u will in one's own favor, the ties or the district as follows:
charity agent's claim to the windfall,
Rernalillo, 1; Colfax, none; Guadawhich owes its existence to slow lupe, 12; McKlnley, none; Mora, 4;
Rio
Arriba, none; San Juan, 7; San
to
starvation, Is likely
be set aside
Miguel, 33; Sandoval. 1: Snnta Ke. 50:
as invalid.
Socorro, none; Taos, none; Torrance,
Valencia, none.
ii:The
How to Itcnaalu Young.
desert land entries were as folTo continue young in health
and lows:
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Rowan,
Guadalupe, 1; Santa Fe, 3; TorMcDonough. (ja., did.
She says: rance,
2,
"Three bottle of Klectrlc Rltters curThe
total number of original homeed me of chronic liver and stomach stead entries
since January
trouble complicated with such an 1, Is 329; acresrecorded
fj 1,1 43. Total
unhealthy condition
of the blood number of final entered
entries,
homestead
that my skin turned red as flannel. 19; acres entered. 'J.hUT. Total numI am now practically 2 It yeurs youngber
acres
of
22;
desert
entries,
land
er than before I took Klectrlc Rlt- entered, f.l.&tio. Total number of enters. I can now do all my work with tries of all kinds. .170; acres entered.
ease ami assist 111 my husband's ri7,r,r,o.
store '' I iiiaranteed at all dealers.
Price MIC.
Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
by local applications,
as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Wins x:t:,nno in linn Pluy.
2. Jim
M.iy, There Is only one way to cure deafness,
Iteiio. Nev., Mar.
that Is by constitutional remedies.
pail owner of the Palace gambling and
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condihouse, won I3.ri.il0il at ii single play tion
of tho mucous lining of the
al roulette in that place.
Had the
Tube. When this tube Is inflamileih r allowed
in to make bis next ed you have a rumbling sound or ImperI ," J.l.noO.
pl iv he would have won
fect hearing, nnd when It Is entirely
Mav li.ol pliyed faro all night and closed. Deafness Is the result, nnd uncan be taken out
was
Kiln loser when be went to the less the Inflammation
this tuho restored to Its normal conwheel and. rolling up a Jl.HUO note, and
hearing will be destroyed forever;
placed it on the four spot. The dealer dition,
nine cases out of ten are caused by
suppose, it was only $100. and. as Catarrh,
which is nothing but an fntlam-M.i
was Interested ill the plum, took
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will glvo One Hundred Dollars for
oil t he limit and turned tic wheel.
The lucky number came. May then any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
be cured by flails Catarrh
placed his marker for 3.ri.00o on sev- that cannot
Send for circulars free.
enteen, but trie dealer refused the bet. Cure. F.
J.
& CO.. Props ,
t'llKNKY
A
bystander placed a dollar on the
Toledo, Ohio.
number and it came.
Sold by nil Druggists. Tic.
Take lull's Family Pills for constipation.

M
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iw,

nnd wo sold that snap to another
party who took tlnio by the forelock.
We linvo one or two more almost aa
rimmI though Conic in and ask about
to
salesman,
with F'.aple Hue; them.
with S100.00
permanent porJesif II. Smith

two-stor-

B. F. COPP,
1?, N. T. ARMIJO
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS:

When You Need

Spi-cc-

started

.i Hie

"BE)

HAS

Sanla Fe. V M. M ,,, .
he.Ued chimney It,
v. filch
is just above Unyest.-rd.i-

ESCAPE
A),
j. i
j

J.,,,!

I
ior a nine, I hrcu t , tie.
t) ,e- Mroy the building.
Dispatching Cl.-ri, ,s. j. j
or i ne poMuItlce force
'OVef,
'he
flames just as they wer
ii. g
inrougn i ne roof, an.j wi'h lr.
the
sistance of a bucket brigade and
chemical clip. ne, wbi.h was Pro.
to the scene by J R. SI., ,n
he
Was exiiligulkhed before
liable damage resulted

..1.
n.ii.I..1.n.

rv

if

ii..-K-

I

Stops Itching
instantly
Piles, eczema, salt rheum, tetter. I'ch.
hives, herpes, scabies Doan's Ointment. At any drug si -.

li.

ulil for Three.

CITIZEN.

re

ne

6-- 8,

46-4-

ar

i

.

A NARROW

Cover- - Were

EVENING

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with

indcscribablo fear, for
nothiiiij compares with
tl.u pain and horror of
.
The thought
of the tufTering and duoirer in store for her, robs tl.e expectant r.otlicr
of al; pleasant anticipations of tlie cominrj event, und cat.t over dcr
maao-.ui luom whiv.li cannot be t.husen olT.
Thousands of women
have f urt l that the use of Mother's f riend
.rinp; pregnancy robs
confuierr.etit of aM pain and danger, and insures safely to life of mother
and chilli. Thii scientific liniment it a
to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not ot.ly does Mother'a friend
carry worsen safely through the perils of
,
but its use
per.t:y prepares the system lor the commi? cvet.t. orevents 'morning
SIC
t.d other dis- r.OTT.forts
f i!.ii period.

ft fflQTHEBi

child-birth-

1

yod-seti-

d

..l.ild-birth-

iCMC-.-

.Sf.'.J by .

per
Coi.t-ii-

- drujoi.ti
Lot I.e.

at

Hook

valuable information free.
Bradfittd Benulator Co., Atlanta, Ga
n

i.t.

OFFICE CII1 KF QUARTERMASTER
Denrer, Colorado, March 1, 1907.
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
received here and at office of the
Quartermaster at each post below
named, until 11 u. in., April 1, 1907,
for furnishing wood, fuel coal, blacksmith's coal, charcoal und Mineral Oil
required during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1908, at Fort Apache. Fort
lluacbuca and Whipple Barrack .
Ad.; Fort Logan nnd Denver, Colo;
Fort Bayard and Fort Wlngate, New
Mexico; and Fort Douglas and Fort
furDuchesne, L'tah.
Information
nished on application here or at offices of respective, post quartermaster. Fnvelopes to be marked, "Pro"
posals for Fuel nnd oil nt
druggist.
C. A. H. McCACLF-Y- ,
Chief Q. M.
Our ROK.II DRY work oon's have
For a mild. eaBy action of the to be washed
over. Imperial Launbowels, a single dose of Doan's Regu dry Co.
lets Is enough.
Treatment cure3
25 cents a
We do it right, ROKill DRY. Imhabitual constipation,
perial Laundry Co.
box. Ask your druggist for them.
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rAGBTHRKK.
branch of congress Is In no danger
for many years to come.

DOWN AND OUT

HERS

Soi'

OF

say.

Whose Political Lives End
With This Session-Allis- on's
Long Service
BUT?NE

IN

HISTORY OF COUNTRY
Other Pleasant Gossip About Members of the Congress Now in
Its Dying Moments.
Tula
Washington, I. ('., Slar.
both
a day for "swan ti(cs" at close
capltol. With the
ens f the
of she present session the curtain
on
the conjrressloial career of
itros
a mttmber of well knovn members,
merely an Intermission for a few,
the fin 11
perhupH. but unquestionably
.
curtain for a Rood
In the house the familiar facet
rsvenor, of Ohio Dovenor. ot'
of
of AlaWest Virginia, ISankhtJid.
New York.
ol
bama, Wadaworth,
of
Habcork, of Wisconsli,
Iowa, McCleary, of Mnnesota, Fred
memBandlw. of Indiana, aid other
will
bers of moro or less jrominenre conhe niisslni? when thl sixtieth
j
gress convenes.
Amtng those who; go out of the
seaate with the end of this ussUn
are Patterson, of (Morado, Dubois,
of Idaho, Clark, of; Montana, Dry-deof New Jcrsej. Blackburn, of
Kentucky, Curmacki of Tennessee,
Millard, of Nebrasla, and the Vetera Berry, of ArUmsns.
While members come and members bo, the congnsslonal careers of
a lucky few appir. like the babbling brook, to r(ii on forever. In
this connection fmie one recall id
the fact that th venerable Senator
of Iowa, was
"William Boyd Afii-onyears old loday. Needless to
78
say he received I continuous stream
of' congratulation from members of
both branches o congress.
The annlversiiy also reminded his
colleagues thaC on Monday "Uncle
Hilly," as he r endearingly known
by everyone U national public life,
will have rouided out 4 2 years in
congress and S4 years in the United Mates senate a longer term
than any otlrr man in that chamber, and, wth one exception, the
longest in tip history of the republic.
The next Ingest term of any present senator is that of John T. Morgan ,of Allbamn. with 30 years.
Close behlnl him are the two senators from Maine, Mr. Hale and Mr.
Jjfrye,
whd entered the senate together 26: years ago, and Senator
Aldrlch, ol Hhode Island, who came
several ninths later. Mr. Allison's
lead Is ajeady so strong that with
the two rmainlng years of his present teri added he .wail probably
hold thd record for a century to
come.
If Semtor Morgan were a young
man hei would stand a show perhaps to jiass the Iowa senator's record.
V'th thirty years' tenure to
his credt now, Mr. Morgan has recently iiecn
Jo a sixth
term, l that should Mr. Allison's
career Hose in ltfO'J, at the end of
ills prent term, it Is at least possible fir Morgan to tie him.
that
Wit it a break of two years
lejap-sfbetween his leaving
the
house find entering the senate, Sen
ator (vlllsnn has been in congress
steady since 1863, and what he
legislative
loe (not know about
probably
never be
methdls will
As chairman of
knowft by any one.
the Impropriations committee he ha
for tears occupied one of the most
i n tin ii tia I
positions in all councils
of ongress, and as head of the re- pulijan steering committee he has
conrolled the consideration of all
pollical measures.
.sriutor Allison's health occasioned
sow concern at the beginning if
thiMi session,
but appears now to
navq completely recovereu irom nis
ilinut-'- .
During the past month he
has leen in his seat every day and is
as utive on the lloor, us clear of
thouiht and ready In speech us ever.
Sdator Allison has been a power
in sliplng the course of the nation's
greaVst affairs.
With every presi
dent ft Is said that he has been in
closq touch, especially with President MeKinley and President Roosevelt. ,He enjoys the fullest conlidence
of hi friends In Iowa, In congress
ami il Washington's oilicial circles.
Thao has been but one member of
congrta whose tenure of oillce exceeded the present record of Senator Alson.
Tills was Justin S.
Morrill.of Vermont, who was in the
house I clve years ami then followyears In the
ed it unwltli thirty-tw- o
senate. ,iaking a total of 4 4 years
in roups-;lowans are hopeful that
grand old leader shall
before
have :i; aside his senatorial toga
lie williave rounded out a half
centry t lie work of congress.
Senatot Allison is practically sure
of a
in 190'J, which, if lie
lives to live out his seventh term,
nut at ut improbable as he Is only
"'., will w him a record of 4 2
years in c senate and eight years
in tli. I. ts... a total of ju-- l iifiy
years
Senator L.rgau is Just as sure of
retaining
constituency as is Senator A'lisi i,ut the Alabama senator Is mi S3 years of age. Unumstances, and In view
der thesf
of tiie fan that he has a lead of
four years ,er Senator Morgan, It
is safe to y that Senator Allison'
record of I g service in the upper
2-
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Weal Kidneys

"Yes, I've got a bad cold," replied
Mr. McKnery, not catching the drift
of Mr. Piatt's remark.
The New Yorker Intended no mortuary statement. He was referring
simply to th fact that after a long
wait and a somewhat slow ascension
they were rearing the senate chamber.
A shor
time, ago Mr. McKnery
was approached by one of the correspondents representing a Southern
paper and asked If the senator could
give him a tip on what had taken
place in the executive session, as a
number of Important postoflice cases
against which opposition had been
manifested were supposed to have
been called up. In reply to the
query the deaf senator replied:
"Yes. it Is snowing. Isn't It. and
pretty hard, too. outside. It's rather
trying on us old fellows.
Mr. McKnery sometimes carries an
audophone which nbsists htm greatly
in his hearing, but as ii rule he leaves
Senit In his desk In the chamber.
ator Pettus, of Alabamu. also very
deaf, but several senators have dis
covered to their chagrin that the old
veteran sometimes hears better than
they think, when they make remarks
sotto voice with which he does not
agree. Senator Pettus when the roll
Is called. sits with his hand to his
ear listening Intently until he hears
the name Immediately preceeding his,
which is that of Mr. Perkins. The
clerk uses an accept on this name
that affords Mr. Pettus a cue that he
comes next. After Mr. Pile's name,
Immediately following his, has been
called. Mr. Pettus settles back In
ease.
Senator Davis' Name.
'tie of the southern newspapers recently came out In vigorous protest
against the mistake It seems pretty
much everybody has made, in referring to senator-elec- t
Davis of Arkansas, as "Jefferson" Davis. According to this authority, the christian name of the new senator Is not
that of the late president of the Con-- .
rederacy, but is "JelTries, similar to
that of a Hrltish Judge who occupied
the supreme bench in the days following the restoration of the Stuarts.
This paper appears to have a grudge
against
senator Davis, as it attributes to him many of the qualities of
the Judge, after whom he Is said to
have been named, nnd these qualities,
history says, were not such as to endear him to the people.
National

Library.

In a little corner off from Statuary
Hall, in the Capitol is the opening

of a tunnel through which a mlna-tur- e
cable railway operates, connecting the capltol with the congressional
library. Here It Is that senators and
members send for such books as
they may wish, the purpose of the
tunnel being to make the delivery of
the books as expeditious as possible.
If strangers were to stand near
this corner and hear the messages
delivered by some of the pages, they
would be astounded at the class of
literature these distinguished men
are supposed to read. The other
day a page from the senate rushed
up to the attendant and said loudly
that "Senator Lodge wants a copy of
'Scalping Bill, or the Indian's Terror.' " Such reading for a literati
like the senator from Massachusetts
who Is the author of historical works
of absorbing Interest, is hardly credible, and If some staid old New
were to hear this request
made he would be filled with horror.
Of course the senator did not want
the book. The page had merely
secured the senator's permission to
take books from the library on the
senator's account. In this same way
books relating to all sorts of subjects
in which particular senators are not
interested, and fiction, the pages of
which they would not deign to open,
are constantly being carried back
and forth through the tunnel. When
the order does come, however, for
hooks it Is known the senators want
for themselves, there is a hustling at
tlie library and if the books are there
they will he started through this little tunnel in an Incredibly short
space of time. The system of the
library is something wonderful. Frequently senators in debate find some
thing upon which they want a reference. A note is sent of the library
relative to the subject matter and its
particular phrase. Hack comes with
In half an hour probably, a stack of
books with bits of paper stuck between the leaves Indicating the very
things the senator wishes. A force
of clerks at the library Is detailed
for this purpose and so expert have
they become that on matters of ordinary character In debute, they
know precisely where to lay their
hands on works dealing w'th the
Eng-land-

er

Twenty-Sevent-

Day's Work
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In Council and Mouse Tak-

en From the Records.
SEVERAL BILLS ARE PASSED
House Witnesses lively Debate
Over Question of Mounted
Police.

Tin: iiovsi:.

h
lay CuiitlniiHiur
Afternoon Session, Feb, 2H.
Pursuant to adjournment,
the
house was called to order Thursday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Speaker
Haca In the chair.
The chuplaln
offered the Invocaton and the chief
clerk read the roll, all responding
present except Mr. Lucero y Montoya,
who was absent owing to Illness.
Upon motion, duly seconded and
carried, the reading of the Journal
was dispensed with and the same ordered upproved.
A message from the governor was
received and tiled with the chief
clerk. A message from the council
was announced.
The chief clerk of
the council. Mr. Martin. Informel
the house that the council had duly
passed the folhnving:
Substitute for house bill No. 33,
relative to the transfer of real estate
records of Union and Colfax counties; house bill No. 66, an act to tlx
the time for holding the sessions of
the district court in the First Judicial district; house bill No. 69, relative to Jurisdiction of justices of the
peace; house bill No. 68, an act assenting In an act of congress for an
increased annual uppropratlon for an
agricultural experimental station at
the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts In New Mexico; house bill
No. 136, an act fixing the time for
holding district court sessions 'n
Otero and other counties; also that
the council had passed council substitute for council bill No. 7, an act
defining the punishment for certain
crimes; house substitute for council
hill No. 12, an act to encourage the
building of beet sugar factories,
smelters, etc.; council bill No. 33, an
act relative to assessment and collection of taxes known as the "tax bill,"
council bill No. 36, relative to territorial appropriations; council bill No.
3T, an act for the protection of public
bridges; council bill No. 49, an net
to repeal section 48, chapter 79, of
the laws of 1905, relatlvo to annual
reports of corporations, except subsections a, page, 162, of the same
laws; council bill No. 54, an act to
amend sections 6, 7, 8, 9, of chapter
54, laws of 1905. relative to the duties
of the traveling auditor; council bill
No. 64, relative to the qualification
of witnesses; council bill No. 70, an
act to amend section 1, chapter 9, of
legislathe ucts of the thirty-fourt- h
tive assembly relative to railroads.
The council requested the concurrence of the house In these bills.
Mr. Abbott o,f Santa Fe, present .id
two petitions, one from Kelly and thi
other from Albuquerque, N. M., favoring the passage of the educational
bill.
These petitions were referred
to the committee on education wltn-oreading.
Mr. Mullens presented
a petition from Roosevelt county advocating the passage of a special
herd law. This petition after reading was referred to the finance committee.
The committee on territorial affairs, Mr. Padllla. chairman, reported
favorably on house bill No. 38, a
bill by Mr. Mlrabal to abolish the
mounted police force of the territory.
A minority report was also submitted
recommending the bill be not passed
by the house.
The committee on finance, Mr.
Holt, chairman, reported unfavorably
on house bill No. 65, recommending
the passage of a substitute bill, whicn
is as follows:
1IOUSI0 SUUSTITUTB
FOR HOUSE
HILL NO. 65. AN ACT RELATING
TO FEKS IN CKKTAIN CASKS.
lie It enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New
Twenty-sevent-

ut

Mexico:

1

AREYOUWEAK?
fl1

liut

Wheeler found that another
man had been appointed in his place
and tile city counc'l stood pat against
allowing Wheeler to till out the term
which lie had been elected to serve.
After arguing the matter Wheeler
finally consultd a lawyer
nnd had
tiled a suit against the city of Flagstaff for his salary as marshal of
Flagstaff.
it is sal I that the people who elected Wheeler are behind him and are
dissatisfied with the council's action
In refusing him permission to lilt the
office. The outcome of the suit will
be watched with interest.
For catarrh, let me send you free,
Ju-- t
to prove merit, a trial size box
of lr. Slioop's Cough Remedy. It is
a snow white, creamy, healing antl-- s.
ptic b ilrn that gives Instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
M ike the free test and see.
Address
Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. Large Jars
CO cents.
Sold by all druggists.

Abbott, 6t Santa Fe, chairman, reported favorably on rniino bill No.
64. an act relative to millng Intoxicating liquors to mlnoM.
The following bills w ere Intr
duced:
House bill No. 137, l.y Mr. Oalle-go- s,
an act to repeal ch.ir.ter 8 of the
laws of 1905, relative t the boardins
of prisoners and for o h r purpose'.
The bill was read tho n t and second time by title and "i,lercd trans
lated, printed and re 'tired to the
committee on penitentiary.
House bill No. 118, by Mr. Green,
an act defining the powers of school
superintendents In certain cases, and
The bill was
for other purposes.
read the first and w onil time 'oy
title and ordered transited, printed
and referred to the committee on
education.
House bill No. 1S9 by Mr. Herrera,
an act to amend sections 414B, 2681
and 2683 of the compiled laws of
1897, relative to pawnbrokers.
Th
bill was read the flm and second
time by title and ordered translated,
printed and referred t the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 140, by Mr. Hieri:-linuan act to amenil section 154 J
of the compiled laws of 1U7, relative
to poll tax.
The bill w is read the
first and second time by title and ordered translated, printed and referred
to the committee on education.
House bill No. 141, l.y Mr. Miera,
an act to amend section 1, of chapter
100, or the laws ot
relative to
the equalization of taxes among (""til-tie- s,
purposes.
jp'
and for other
Ths
bill was read the first and second
time by title and ordered translated,
printed and referred t.i the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 142, l the finance
committee, nrt act prmldlng funds
h
and appropriations for tin,
and sixtieth fiscal years, and for other
purposes. This Is the "general appropriation bill" and Is of particular
Interest, since It is supposed to co
the necessary appropriations for
conducting territorial otlices and Institutions for the next two years. The
bill was read by title the first and
second time and ordered translated,
printed and referred to the committee on finance.
iVL
House bill No. 143, l Mr. Mlrabal.
an net to nmend section 4 141 of the
compiles laws of 1S9T. relative to
peddlers' licenses.
The bill
was
read the first and second time and
printed
translated,
ordered
and referred to the committee on corporations.
House bill No. 144, by Mr. Abbott,
of Santa i'"e, an act to provide funds
for the care of disabled ilremen, their
widows and children, and for other
purposes.
The bill was read by title
the first and second time and ordered
translated, printed and referred to
the committee on territorial affairs.
House bill No. 145, by Mr. Heacn.
an act to provide for the Indeterminate sentences of persons convicted of
felonies, their release on parole and
defining the duties of the board t.f
penitentiary commissioners and pps-o- n
officials, and for other purposes.
The bill was read the first and second
time by title and ordered translated,
printed and referred to the committee on penitentiary.
Under bills on their third readlnvr.
house bill No. 40, previously introduced by Mr. Beach, was taken up.
This is an act providing for the abolishment of the mounted police force,
and for other purposes. The bill,
as originally drafted, is as follow:
House 1)111 No. 10.
Re It Unacted by the Legislative Assembly of tho Territory of Nc.v the judiciary committee Immediately
following adjournment.
Mexico:
Section 1. That chapter 9 of the
Tho house then adjourned until
session laws of New Mexico ot 1905, Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Day Friday Afterentitledv "An act to organize and Tvvciity-clglit- li
equip a company of mounted polue
noon.
in the terrltorv of New Mexico: im
At 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon
proved February 20, 19U5, Be and Mi the house had not yet convened besame is hereby repealed.
ing delayed by a causus of the repubHectlon 2.
That the governor or lican members.
New Mexico shall offer a standing re
ward of one hundred dollars (10()
Saved Her Son's I,ifo.
for the arrest and conviction of any
The happiest mother In the little
and all persons who shall steal, em- town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. 9. lluppee.
bezzle, or knowingly kill, sell, drlvs, She writes:
"One year ago my son
lead or ride away, or in any way de was down with such serious lung
prive the owner of the Immediate trouble that our physician was
possession of any neat cattle, horse,
to help him; when, by oujr
mule, sheep, goat, swine or us-s-; or uruggist's advice 1 began giving him
who hall steal, embezzle, or know
Ijt. King's New Ulscovery, and I
ingly kill, sell, drive, lead or ride soon noticed improvement.
I kept
away, or in any manner apply to his this treatment up for a few weeks
own use any neat cattle, horse, mule, when he was perfectly well. He has
goat, sheep, swine or ass, the owner worked steadily since at carpenter
of which is unknown or who know work. Dr. King's New iJlscovery
ingly purchases fr.in anyone not saved his life." Guaranteed best
having lawful right to fell and dis- cough and cold cure by all dealers.
pose of the same, any neat cattle, fiOc und $1.00. Trial bottle free.
horse, mule, sheep, goat, swine
ass.
OFFICE OF CHIEF QUARTERMASSection 3. The auditor of the terTER, Denver. Colo., March 1, 19(7.
ritory of New Mexico sha annually
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
make such territorial levy, base 1 received
here until 11 a. m., on April
upon the assessed valuation of prop- 2,
1907, for transportation of military
erty In the territory of New Mexico
as will yield the sum of three thou- supplies, routes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
sand dollars ($3,0'i'it, which shall be 6, and for drayage at Denver, Colo.,
kept und maintain.. I in a separito and 1'hoenlx, Ariz., during the fiscal
fund to be known m the reward year commencing July 1, 1907. In4'und, and Any ami all rewards earned formation furnished
on application.
under the provisions of this act shall Envelopes containing proposals Bhould
be paid by the territorial treasurer be marked: "Proposals for Transporout of such fund upon warra.its tation on Route No.
" addressed
drawn thereon by the territorial C. A. II. McCAULEY, Chief Q.
M.
auditor, upon certiln ate Issued to
such auditor by the govrnor of New
Subscrilxj
ror
Tlie citizen and get
Mexico, certifying mat
the person
named In such cert'iicata has earned lie news.
und Is entitled to
l reward.
itrvs COUNTY VOW,
Section 4. All an or parts of acU m:. i.akk
COM-'.VIn conflict herewith are hereby restory recently published in the
The
pealed and this act shall take effect Itange concerning
purchase of the
and be In force from and after the Adams property onthetho Vermejo,
by
date of its passage.
Senator Clark, tho Copper King,"
Mr. Hudspeth, has at last been confirmed in part,
After speeches l
who opposed the I. .'!, and by Mr. siys the Cimarron News and Tress.
Baca, Mr. Holt uinl Mr. Mullens, who Only about 3.1.000 acres of tho Adams
favored It, the bill passed tho house holdings have been sold to Clark, and
by a viva voce vote.
this amount Includes coal lands exUpon motion, ilu'y seconded and clusively, und does not take in the
report
carried, the
tho committee Marthit ranch und home, nor the agil bill No. 56. ricultural
on Judiciary on c
lands. Senator Clark will
Ian act placing Sam! al county in the immediately Improve and develop the
Urst Judicial dist :; t, was adopted. coal lands and will build a railroad to
Upon motion of .M
Herrera tbc them connecting with some coal line
bill then pas-sethe house by a viva out of Tiiniil.nl. The opening of the
coal lands will be an Important factor
Voce vole.
on to the coal Industry of Colfax county.
The report of t
committee
education on Imu- - hill No. tit, an
act providing n in. for minors win
HURTS
.wis adopted by THIS PRESCRIPTION
become Intoxicate
duly seconded
the house on mot.
and carried.
'Mr. ililt proposed an
SALE OF MEDICINES
making it ap- amendment to the
r 21 years of
pllcablu to those,
uge.
This aincinl: nt was adopted
by the house.
M r Abbott, of Santa
To make up enough of the "vegeFe, was called fro
the hall, and,
treatment" which is claimed U
upon his return,
!ectd to til! table
round that It be relieving nearly every sufferer wiiu
amendment on tin
'made the bill up ii' "ridiculous." uses it for baekaclio kidney complaint, sore, weak bladder and rheun to the stat
Mr. Holt took ex.
Mr. matism, get from any good prescripfollowed.
merit and a d.l.a
t
ounce Fluil
pharmacy
tion
nsider the vote
Abbott moved to
. inendmeiit
by which Mr. Hoi:
had Extract Dandelion, one ounce Comounces
three
been adopted, but t: house voted by pound Kurgoti and
nut to recon-- . Compound Syrup of Sarsaparill j.
in ayes and 13 i
in
well
a bottle and take in
slder.
motion ot Mr. Shako
The bill, u
doses after each ni'.'al
liouse by a viva
Holt, then passed t
und ugain at bedtime.
i.
voce vote, us uine:
Those who have tried It claim that
Upon motion of .M Holt the house
Ul 7:30 o'clock It acts gently but thoroughly on th.
then touk a recess
relieving backachu und bluJ-de- r
kidneys,
being after 6
In the evening, it t
trouble und urinary ditlicullus
o clock.
utmost instantly.
Many ca.se 3 ,t
Thursday XI. In' KcNslon
rheumatism are known to have been
in reconvening, relieved within a few days, the. pain
The house was l.
of some
owing to the fail,
and bwcllmg diminishing willt ca:h
was x o'clock dose.
bers to arrive, ui. l
A
local druggist, win
ailed that body
when Speaker lia.-.to order.
clerk read tlie is in a position to know, usscru that
The d.
ejit except Mr. tliis prescription, wherever it be
roll, all answering
always ruins ...tlie salo
scnt ow in, in comes known,
Lucero y Montoj..
...1 1,.. ....
..f I h.i ,i ii ... ........ j
illness.
A message fr o
council wis rheumatism cures, kidney cures, el .
of the Coun-ili- u Il is a prescription which tho majui-it- y
announced. Chief '
of patent medicine manufacturers
cil Martin Infoi n.
house thai
sed
the council ha
uineiul .1 and veil certain physicians dislike to
see
l'e,v cases, Indeed,
published.
i.
act
providing
No.
bill
council
n
disputed
n
which will fail to fully yield to its
for tlie Selth-ncounts of oi!. i
sooIIiiiik and healing Inllj-enrmotion ,f
J
ere
lielng (.imposed of common,
Unit ttie in;
y
very-clawas
N
vegetable
Ingredient,
and council bill
reu.l tlie
title and
which can be gotten from any drugfirst and second lio
on Judiciary. gist, it makes up a good, honest uu 1
ferred to tlie Collin..
a meeting of harmless icinej) and ut small cost.
Mr. Holt ui.nouiK

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

--

LEGISLATIVESESSIONS

Section 1. No law of the territory
of New 'Mexico now existing shall be
construed so as to hold any county
of the territory of New Mexico nor
any fund thereof liable for the payment of any fees to uny olilcer iy
virtue of the provisions of sections
4S and 49 of chapter 79 of the ses
sion laws of New Mexico of 1905 ,and
all such fees shall be collected from
the corporations that may be sued.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect
and be In force from and after its
passage.
The committee on Judiciary, Mr.
L Holt,
FLAGSTAFF
chairman, reported favorably
on amended house bill No. 85, relative to the sale of liquors on traiiu;
also favorably on council bill No. 66,
WANTS OFFICE OR
an act placing the county of Sandoval in the First Judicial llstrict fir
court and district attorney purposes.
The committee on finance reported
MONEY
favorably on house bill No. 108, an
act for the building of an addition
to the capitol and recommended fifteen or twenty minor amendments in
the wording thereof.
The same
Biings Suit to Recover What committee
reported favorably council
Nos. 3 and 4. relative to the
bills
He Lost When Adjudged
granting and donating to tho city cf
Hoswell and the town of Artesla, reInsane.
spectively, certain lands In echo
sections for cemetery purposes.
A
minority report opposing these bills
The committee
Flagstaff. Mar. 2. L. T. Wheeler, was also submitted.
who was discharged from the Pheo-nl- x on territorial aflairs returned withinsane asylum a few days ago, out comment house bill No. 105, an
lias met with a strange reception up- act creating the nfllce of tiee Inspector and for other purposes.
on his return to this town.
The committee on education, Mr.
Wheeler was city marshal of Flagstaff having been elected at the mu'
by
large
spring
nicipal election last
a
majority.
Shortly after that he was thrown
from a horse and rendered Insane, lie
uas conimittej to the asylum at
Phoenix and was an inmate of the institution for several months but after
a time lie showed improvement and
Then Try the
TR8.
was recently discharged as completeImpossible for anyIt's
ly cured.
Wheeler came back to Flagstaff
one to feel strong and
thankful that the cloud had passed
healthy whose stomach
from iiis mind and presented himself
to carry out tile will o Ilie people
and digestive
when they elected him ns their police
officer.

W.fc KMn. snrrty point to weak kldny
Wtxrvi. Thi Iney. like the Jinan, Mid th
Stomal h. find tir eakness, not In the orga
iuelf. tut in lll.rrviS Hint control and fuida
m. Pr. brinoii't KesUirativ U
and
&pefca11y
prepared to reach thefto
a
control!. ii.: mm To d.w'lor the Kidueyi aluue,
U fume, it U fcaate of Umu, aud of money al
well.
Ii yonr ta' 11s -- or la waV. If the urine
amid-or iii.Iai I tronf, if ynuliavesvmptntnl
kidol bnirlit or oil d;t rev.: n or titiuc-ro- n
ney iii- - wi v. tr I s hoop' itetonitive a month
r.,n
'
or
lint it
and Kill
Li'iuimnU
lalilets
Uu lor yuii. Iii4al rutuiniiiiaid and vll

"ALDRUGGISTS"

r Pcaf Scnnlor.

A few days ago Sen. Piatt, of New
York, and Sen. McKnery, of Louisiana
met way down In the sub basement,
and started up In the elevator to the
The Louisiana
senate chamber.
senator Is very deaf, and both men
are oxer 70 er ot ngc.
"We are neaiing the end of our
Journey, senator," observed Mr. Piatt,
for the want of something better to

CONGRESS

LONGEST

COMPLETE DETAILS OF

organs

are in bad shape. Yoor
foods remain undigested
and fermmts.

HOSTETTER'S
bcin

STOMACH
BITTERS
an

absolutely pure

the only one
you need to strengthen and
tone the entire digestive
syste.n and thin cure Roor

mtdlclne

is

Appetite, Belching, Heart
burn, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Costlveness. Colas,
Femala III or Malaria.
Try it today.

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

The Name

CHAPLIfJ

itVlll.

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

h yJ&A

ft

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

fifty-nint-

piv

fe

if

1

at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Will, CHAPLIN

un-tb-

All Other Shoes

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE,

004K40
Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
KELEIVES PAIX.

f

le

j

Hot

nun.Ds up Tins system.
CURES 1UIEUMATIS5I.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

1

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

FAYWOOD,

j

Sec Suulii I'c Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

New Mexico
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PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

!

i

mtm

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

'

J. KORBER &

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

CO., WHOLESALE
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.

d

Albuquerque

NORTH SECOND ST.

212

CCCCCCCOGOO0l

Foundry and

Machine

Works

ft. R. HALL. RroprUtor
Iron and Brasa Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, I'ulleys, Grade 13ar, Babbit Metal; l olomns an-- i Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
fftpmlra ait Mining end Mill Machinery m pelity
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT
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2 03 WEST RAILROAD

At Consistent
Prices
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
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LIVERY. SALK. FEED AND
TRANSFER STAliLKS.
Horses and Mules Bought and
changed.
REST TOURN'OUTS IN TIIK CITY
Second Street, between Ratlrnud and
Copper Avenue.
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tractions and having to crawfish every inorntng over
last week's miosatements has evidently seriously upset
somebody.
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MAKING FORTUNES
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do1-la-
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Tho United States weather bureau maintains stoutthat the cllmute of Kansas has not changed. Marsh
M unlock,
the editor of tho Wichita Kagle, who wait
In this state making observations upon the weather and
other things long before the weather bureau had any
concern as to what was happening in Kansas files a
dissenting opinion. In the Eaglo he Kays:
There have been decided changes In the climatic
conditions of Kansas, and numerous ones, and these
changes are to be more marked In the future. While
there has been no perceptible Increase hi the nnnual
precipitation, tho rainfalls differ greatly from what
years ago. The seasons
they were, even twenty-fiv- e
have changed, the summers and winters, the falls and
springs. There Is a greater humidity. Wo have dews
and fogs regularly now, and in an Increasing degree,
or forty years ago these were exwhere twenty-fiv- e
ceptional, and In occurrence, retarded very much as
the time between the drinks of the two Carolina governors.
Single downpours, and formerly of from four to
eight inches, at long Intervals, have been succeeded by
of
gentle and frequent rains by frequent drizzle-drizzlea fraction of an Inch, succeeded by equitable, general,
widespread rains of not more than one to two inches.
Winter blizzards are less frequent, and tho summer
"
Is becoming a mere memory. These are a
few of the changes referred to, and perceptible within
a dozen years last past. These, and other facts touching changes In the climatic conditions of Kansas, observed of every old settler, render the prophesies and warnings of the chief of the weather bureau, tochlng the
present and future of western Kansas, untimely if not
silly. If anyone has the temerity to doubt the foregoing
assertions, he is respectfully referred lo the crop statistics of Kansas for the past ten years.
As to the principal, if not the single factor to
which the climatic changes of Kansas are attributable,
it Is hardly necessary to name It. Everybody knows
what It Is. Tho plow. The plow that has broken u.i
the thousands of square miles of hard and dry glebe
of the buffalo ranges; the plow and its results and
accessories In the way of unending hedges and innumerable groves, orchards and a million fields whose
loosened soil now drinks up every drop of rainfall,
giving it up again through evaporation and green growing crops for the greater humidlzatlon of the atmosphere; the plow in that heretofore great Oklahoma
area of grass lands to the south of Kansas; the plo'v
which Is converting the plains of No Man's Land and
the Texas Panhandle into cultivated fields; all these,
together with the equalizing electrical agencies from the
steel rails with which the state is gridlroned, the ele-trwires, the
volume of smoke of the
locomotive, tho factory and the home chimney, and tna
home Itself, are all accessories to and agencies In the
changing
Sunflowerdom. Ieuvenworth
of
climate
Times.
ly

s,

"hot-wind-

lc
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8 SOME FACTS CONCERNING

SOAP AND LOVE MAKING
Douglas Fairbanks, of New York city, makes soap
during the day and at night makes love on the stage.
And thereby hangs the tale:
Fairbanks has a leading part in "The Man of the
Hour" at the Savoy theater.
Years ago he was the
playmate, In Denver, of Miss Beth Sully. When these
two met again In New York they fell violently in love
with each other, but there was the stern father.
Stern
fathers who are millionaires do not as a rule look with
much favor on actor
Nevertheless, Fairbanks made his avowal to Sully and asked to marry
Beth.
The millionaire rather liked the young man's way.
Among his other property
lie (istened and thought
was a big soap factory that needed attention.
He
thought to try the mettle of this matinee Idol and so he
.offered Fairbanks a chance to learn the soap business.
It he should inuku good at the business, lie would be
general manager of the property and get the girl to
boot. This young American with red blood In his vel IS
jumped at the offer. He went to the theater manager,
who had him bound In a contract for five years, and
told his story. The manager agreed to release him at
the end of this year's season. So Fairbanks now gets
up early in the morning, dons his overalls and tends to
the tubs at the soap factory. He Is learning the business from the ground up.
After supper he assumes
The wnd'
evening dress anad becomes the stage lover.
Ming .will take place In June,
The story Is a typical oriei such it one as no EuroIn Europe men follow the
pean could understand.
business of their fathers generation after generation.
In
They cannot adapt themselves to new pursuits.
America every young man is an opportunist and turns
his hand to whatever offers, if one can succeed In acting, why not In soap boiling? The reasoning may nit
be pat, but th thing works in America.

$

HAS MATERIALLY CHANGED
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In Jit testimony before the Interstate
commission, R It. K.irrlmnn wan furred to disclose th.s
ptory of the juggling of the stock of the Chicago & Alto.-Ha road company. When the Allm roml was bought
the first step was to transfer the property from "Ttv;
Alton Hailroad company" to "The Alton Hallway company." As noon as the stock was transferred to the
treasury of the new corporation the modern Monte
Crlsto begun his operations. Four of them Harrlman.
SchlfT. 5ould. Htlllman were In the frame.
They first put n mortgage on the road of J40.000.-000- .
The next step
which was what they paid for It.
in high finance was to Issue bonds.
Flrt they Issued
cents on the
132,000, 000 to themselves at sixty-fiv- e
Seven days afterward they . d these bonds a
ninety-si- x
cents, putting the profits Into their inside
pockets. Then these four declared a dividend on tho
stock f 3 per cent and put that Into their pocket-"When they got through with the bond Inflation they
had outstanding over J6S.0O0.OOO of bonds ahead of the
stock. When they bought the road It had only $8,000,-00- 0
outstanding in bonds. Then came the climax. Afte.-al- l
the deals In b mis and consolidations, after paying
each of the four 30 per cent dividend, after selling the
securities from left hand to right and the reaping of untold profits, they began to unload the watered stock.
In watering this stock they had capitalized $12,000,00
They then
of losses made by the old directory board.
piped a part of this water into one of the big New
York life Insurance companies and part Into the Union
Pacific treasury. Harrlman, as president of the latter
company, !ixel the price for selllnir. the stock, no doubt
to the satisfaction of the four.
This Is how "swollen fortunes" are made while you
The
wait, and here Is the people's side of this hold-upeople who patronize the Alton railroad are required to
pay Interest on the bonds and watered stock of th.i
road Inflated to three times what the property cost.
They must pay a return not only upon the millions of
inflated securities, but upon the millions In the pocksts
of Harrlman, Gould & Co., because It Is the rule that the
rates of a railway company must be so adjusted as to
pay fixed charges and a reasonable return upon the Investment. The courts will uphold this rule. So, then,
when It is proposed to reduce the freight or passenger
rates on the Alton road, Mr. Harrlman's managers po'r.t
to the road's revenues and make good the claim that it
is "barely earning a low rate of Interest on the Investment."
It is this manipulation of values, tills coining of
"made dollars." as Tom Lawsuit calls them, that has
done much to provoke the popular anger. Talk about
government ownership:
Already In all equity tho
They have
people own the railroads in this country.
paid for them over and over again. the original cost
and big interest. It is slight wonuer the people havs
some notion of supervising and regulating those national highways, that have cost them so much. Whatever may be 'he outcome of the popular agitation, I
the country is to stop short of government ownership,
one thing the government must do: The government
must hereafter be in position to strictly regulate the
issuance of all stocks of all railways.

Kansas

SUGAR PRODUCTION AND USE
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EVENING CITIZEN.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

Kansas city Livestock.
Kansas City. Mar. 2. Cattle receipts 600.
Market steady. Southern
steers $3.75 'it 5.25; southern cows
(it
$ 2.50
3.75;
Blockers
and feeders
$3.75 H 5.30; bulls $2.90 ir 4.25; calves
$3. 50ft 7.25; western fed steers $4.00
wa.au; western leu cows f.t.uu'K' l.no.
Sheep receipts 200. Market nomin
ally Bteady.
Muttons $4.60(15.65;
iambs $b.507s7.40; range wethers
6.60; fed ewes $4.50

:

HOT.

15 Per Cent

New York Stocks.
American Sugar
130
Amalgamated Conner
110V4
American Smelters
138 v.
American Car Foundry
43 M
Atchison com
101
Anaconda
292 V4
American Locomotive
72 V4
Baltimore and Ohio
109
Brooklyn Ilapld Transit
69
Canadian Pacific
181
Colorado Fuel
43
Chicago Northwestern
157
8.1
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
128
Missouri Pacific
79
Mexican Central
23
National Iend
68
New York Central
124
Norfolk
84
141
Northern Pacific
Ontario and Western
43
Pennsylvania
i21
Heading com
116
Hock Island com
24
90
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
144 i
25
Southern Kailway
170
I'nlon Pacific
4 3
If. S. S. com
103
C S. S. pfd
(ireene Con
29
21
Shannon
4
Santa Fe Copper
f?
56
old Dominion
Copper llange
94
112
North Butte
184
Calumet and Arizona
Total sales of stocks, 392,700.
Oiniiliii Livestock.
Omnhii, Mar.
2.
Cattle receipts
100.
Market unchanged. Cows and
heifers $2.50 4.40; Western steers
$3.25(5.25; Texan steers $3.00 iv 4.30
cows and heifers $2.25 fi 4.2a; canners
$ 2.00 ii! 3.00;
stockers anil ..eders
$3.00i'5.00; calves $3.00W6.50; buns
$2.50 Sl 4.25.
Sheep
receipts 1,000.
Market
steady. Yearlings $5,75 66.40; weth$5.
ers
25(05. 60; ewes
$4.75 5.30;
lambs $6.50 (w 7.35.

$5.25

S,

I

The following quotations were received by F. J. Qrnf & Co., brokers.
- vn
ki u ill
ji j v til; nil
New York. Room 37, Harnett build
ing, Albuqueique, N. M.!

Lower
In Price
1IOMK, RVYEKT HOME,
with Its cosy air and comfort-givin- g
luxury, Is the place one likes to be
above all others, especially if you have
your easy chair or rocker ready to
spend the evening In. Look at our fin
display of rockers, easy chairs, sofas
and furnishings for bedrooms, dining
rooms, parlors and libraries, and you
will want to secure them at our present prices.

WILLIAM Mcl.NTOSH, President

llnoltums and

oil

Sm

$200 REWARD.
Is offered for the capture of
Pettlne, the murderer of Benedetto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed in Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

ruary

and

BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
RESTAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.

EAPERT

Shoemaking and Repairing
103 N. first

EAT MORE

co.

CttB. Mellnl, Btcmary

O. Bachecht,

Tfunrer.

Consolidated Liquor Companj
7 '!'!

Succesiort to

,

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

CITY

P. Matteucci

e

2. D. Eakla, President
O. Oloml, Vice President,

GRANDE.

C.

Iff

hardware

4.
C. A.

tnd Mani(er

in Albuquerque
See Ours

Mcintosh

37.

T. C. MEAD,Treiurer

T VIES

Pi!'

76.

I

For the
Best Line of

j

Loans decrease. $4,274,800.
Specie decreased, $1,080,600.
Legals decrease $1,017,800.
Deposits decrease, $6,589,900.
Circulation decrease, $217,300.

BLOCK

SOLOMON LUNA.

A

0.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Mar. 2. Cattle receipts,
200. Market Bteady. Beeves $4.10(fi)
6.75; Btockers and feeders $2.60 fiv 3.90
cows and heifers $1.65(Ti 5.25; Texans
$3.75(ii4.75; calves $6.00 (ji) 7.50.
Sheep receipts 1500. Market strong.
Sheep $3.75J)5.60; lambs $.75C(i) 7.65.
Money Market.
New York, Mar. 2. Money on call
nominal; prime mercantile paper SI
46 per cent; silver 60c.

cloths
make the oppcrtunlty now presented
by us a rare chince to get the highest
quality of goods at the lowest possible figures. Ve have Just received
a new supply olover seventy-fiv- e
rugs.

STRONG

fi 5.25.

Produce Market.
Chicago, Mar. 2. Cldsing quotations:
Wheat Miiy 75"iro76; July
Corn May 4 6 dv'i, ; July 46.
Onts May 4114; July
Pork May $16.22 ; July $16.37
Lard May $9.45; July $3.60.
ltius May $8.65; July $8.92 (fi 95.

IX HUGS,

BARGAINS

mattings,

F. H. STRONG,

New York Bank Statement.
New York. Mar. 2. Hank statement for week ending March 2, 1907:
lteserves decrease, $450,925.
Less United States decrease, $451,-85-

From a statement recently made by the bureau of
statistics it appears that the people of the United States
consumed about 6,425,000,000 pounds of sugar last year.
The cost to the consumers was somewhat more than
$300,000,000.
In the matter of quantity this Is an inMetal Market.
crease of B0 per cent within ten years. There is nat
Nt w York, Mar. 2. Lead and
only an increase In the quantity consumed but as well
quiet; unchanged.
an increase in per capita consumption.
During the
St. Louis Wool Market.
'70s we used from 40 to 50 pounds per capita; during
St. Louis, Mar. 2. Wool steady
ged.
the '80s, from CO to 60 pounds; during the '90s, from
Sjicltcr Market.
70,
80
60 to
and we are now using between 70 and
St. Louis. Mar. 2. Spelter, $6.75.
pounds.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
An Interesting feature of our sugar business appears
In the Item of domestic supply. In 1896 that source. FOIt
rooms.
RENT Furnished
building, 303
Grant
Hailroad
Including Hawaii, gave us 24 per cent of the total.
avenue:
In 1904, Including Hawaii and Porto Ilico, it gave us WANTED A chambermaid at 321
reIteferences
West Hailroad.
33 per cent.
Last year our home cane fields and beet
quired.
fields and our Insular possessions gave us 40 per cent FOU " KENT For two months, stx
room furnished home, close In; all
of the total. For many years we have taken practically
Inquire M.
modern conveniences.
Mnmlell or Scott Knight.
the whole of Cubu's output, and have made up the defi
A snap If takvn before
SALE
ciency th our total requirement by purchases of Euro Foil
the 6th. The furniture of a nice,
clean rooming house, close in; 10
pean beet sugar anad the cane product of other land.!,
rooms. See J. D. Emmons,
the
notably Java. Cuba supplied us last year with 42 per
Furniture man.
cent of our consumption. Only 18 per cent came from Foil KENT Nicely furnished rooms
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
other countries, as compared with "0 per cent only two
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up, furnished with
years ago.
and
stove and cooking utensils
Minneapolis House,
now
Is
appreciable
an
dishes. Tho
The domestic beet supply
624 South Second street, Albuquerquantity. The 80,000 ton output of 1900 was increased
que. N.M.
of
to 300,000 tons last year, or a little more thun 10 per WANTED Lady or gentleman
fair education to travel and colcent of the total supply. For the first time in its his
lect for firm of $250,000 capital;
A LITTLE MATTER
tory the domestic beet output exceeded the output of
salary, $1,072 per year and expenses; salary paid weekly and ex"A little matter of $2,000,000." said K. II. Iiutri- - domestic cane, out beets and our cane gave us 20 per
penses advanced:
references reniaii, the other .lay. "doesn't amount to much one way cent of our total, and our Insular posesslons gave u.i
quired.
Address, with stamp, J.
or the other." Harrlman was In the witness chair. lie another 20 per cent.
A. Alexander, Albuquerque, N. M.
sat there live hours while the government's cleverest
Including Cuba, whose interest is vital, four differ
Suhscriho
for The Kvening Citizen.
lawyers tried to entrap him into compromising adml
ent groups are concerned by the American sugar Hitua- Hious In oimiit'i'll in with his railroad wizardry of th tion. These are (1) the American government, whlon
past ten years.
In the questions and replies refer receives a little more than $50,000,000 a year In revenue
ences to millions of dollars were bandied back and forth from the tariff on sugar; (2) our domestic and our
as if such sums were insignificant, it is true that tivi insular producers, to whom that tariff is a direct bene
railroad juggler finally found a City of Hefuse in prac fit to the extent of about $50, Ooo, (mo a year; (3) the
Ucally the same reply as that inn lo by H. II. lingers
consumer, who is interested in lower prices, and (i)
,V- -,
year ago, saying, "I refuse to answer." but this was not the Cubitus, who are so largely dependent upon the
s
until he had made the statement that standi ut
for
their livelihood. In an article in
American market
from the mass of testimony.
n
tor January Mr. Edwin F. Atkins, of
the
"A little matter of $.,,O0i),(jiMi doesn't amount t
Huston, the owner of a large plantation in Cuba, works
It doesn't'.' How man;. out this pro! lent aloiiy an Inleresiing and probably cor
much one way or the other.
safety devices would it liav.. installed on those rail rect line.
roads? How many wideawake employes would it hav
With a genera! assumption of tin; continuance
'
paid to take the places of the tired men chained to present political and fiscal omlliloiis,
Mr. Atkins say.--'
i
'.'
throttle and swltctheboai d How many lives would it
"To till appearances our importations of foreign
have saved? How many tiled winking girls would It
sunai-other than uii:iu, will soon end, and from that
helped,
strength
to
their
hrhmiim
have refreshed and
time, if domestic and Cuban production keeps pace with
tired bodies and happiness to thcii wearied hearts
How nur lay children would it have placed In seliool increased consumption, its is anticipated, a differential
and In t. yd to mold Into good mid honest md .1.1 to Cuba would protect her against other countries and
reduce cost to consumers iu the ITnlted States."
lie
cltlsteinf
if $2,000,000 is a sum of such inconsequence, why holds that "the protection of even the Cuban rate (about
not admit that you were sadly thoughtless in tin; past 1.25 cents a pound) now gives the domestic sugar proand use it now to make this world we live iu better an ducers so large a margin of profit that they can well
afford to drop prices below Cuba's cost in order to
healthier and happier? Because he did not mean
The words rang market their goods " He claims that In the almost cerwhen he said it. It was only a pose.
as Insincerely as soma of the methods by which that tain event of tilt; reduction of competition to our dofortune was amassed. Cine good thing Harrlman did mestic product and the Cuban product a Very materlHl
reduction could be made in tho present Dlngley rate.
hav: "I am going to retire at 60," hv nodded.
Should that be done two results should follov:
year more and i ll be out of it all."
There should lie reduction in selling prices and imporThe Evening C'llizt n is accused by its morning coll tant Increase in consumption. The initial loss of revetemiiorary of attempting to run a newspaper without nue to the government would soon be offset by inFaith crease In imports from Cuba. Increased demand should
having any newspaper men about the place.
stimulate domestic production. Tho Dingley rate, prac'
Ma
Danny
w
now
ye
to
From
that,
listen
u'd
and
tically a maximum rate, would keep out the sugar of
Ye gods and little tlhliesl
pherson'
other eountrli s if Cuba were given a differential, or
The Morning Journal approves Cuuncilmuu Dun what might be regarded its a minimum, rate. This
can's revenue bill provided it is "changed around" so differential would virtually assure to Cuba a market
f.ir her product, i.nd so divide the market between
as to entirely alter the meaning.
her output and our domestic supply.
Tile argument Is certainly worili a careful
i. Full of Excitement and Fun.
The Journal complains that The riiUtn is giving H
New York Sun.
Relng forced into re- - sideiatlon by the authorities
too much attention thee days.
sons-in-la-

SATVIUVW. MAttCll

A GIOMI.

WHOLKBALm DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kitp svrythlna la stock

to outfit tbo

most fastidious bar eomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwct for iot m.
A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowatne,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. non.
arch, and otlier standard brands of whiskies too numerOue to mentpn.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But tell the straight article aa received by us from the beat !aerfc,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United Stat a. Call and inspect r
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prtee fcft.
Issued to dealers only.

Schllt. Wm. Lemp and St. Louie

Humphrey

0
ill

fi

'(1
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HEAT with tfe
Whole of it

1

of the most nutritious
of foods-go- od,
wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
In health. Ditto in money saving, because bread is cheaper than meats
and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other flour products, always order "BUTTER CREAM."

COOK with'
Half of it

Simple,

'

Cheap,
Economical.

PIONEER BAKERY,
South First Street.

cr'

The Albuqueiue

Gas, Electric Light
and Power b.

Wf

Corner Fa th and
Gold Avere

A-.-

Phone ltd 98

Inter-Natio-

...I,

T
(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Constiction)
Conceded today to be the best in the world

.

Chickering & Sons Piaios
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...
r M 1TSON MUH1C O

j

(Established 1882.)
Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our neasy payment plan,
110 South Second street.
Albuquerque, Nr Mexico.
j

i

tMWS&sasmBsmmktamsnmmamaammammmmamm!i

"n

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

A Big Dollar Show at 15, 25

and 35 Centi.

Finest VIskies
Wines, Brtiies. Elc.

f(

SAM
A NO
CLUB OOMS

00000OaiOiiaiiOilKy 3
Citizen Want Ads for Rsults
O

Tonight Tennessee's Pardner

2
iij

O

SAVmuifcY.

MAH4H

X,

ALBUQUEttQUE

IM7.

MRS. M. MEDLERlW. H. MATSQN
RE-ELEC-

CALLED

TED

10

Pi

LIVES
-

Cnrtls

McCullum

A

n,

No alum, lime or ammonia.

He was picked up
scious condition.
near the Santa Fe tracks at Suanee,
brought
to Albuquerque on train
nnd
No. 7.
lteports from the hosptlal
this morning indicate that the man Is
In practically the same condition that
he was when found. He has never
regained consciousness for a moment
mysterious
occurrence
since the
yet he
which caused his injury,

The Baby's Br J
should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belong
injjs. Nothing i more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

These come in white and vernis martin.

MADE FROM PURE CREAM OF TART Alt

week ago tonight Curtis McCol-luiof Las Vegas, was carried to St.
Joseph's sanitarium In an unconA

Kivm.

Metal Crib

J

perfect of leavening agents

ecoverNature of Injury
Yet a Mystery.

After month of suffering from ail
ments attendant upon old age, Wil- ford H. Matson. one of the most hlgh- Iv respected citizens of Albuquerque,
iied at his home, 824 South Kdith
treet, at 1:30 this afternoon.
while not
Mr. Matson's death,
whollv unexpected, comes hs a se
vere blow to bis immediate i.inmy
and ns a shock to friends throughout
the city. Deceased had been In 111
health for several years, and, while
those outside the family circle did rot
fully renlize the end was so near, the
relatives at his bedside this morning
knew he could not survive the day.
Deceased was born at Cazanovia,
Y., In 1 833. Oil May 18, 1859, he
married Miss Mary F. Hosford, nml
they came to New Mexico In 1895,
settling In Albuquerque, which place
has since been their home. Five
children wore born to them. One son
and one daughter have proceeded
their father In death, and three sons,
with their mother, survive. The sur
vlvlng children are as follows:
W. H. Matson, Jr., of San
J. K. Matson, of Troy, N. Y and
O. A. Matson of this city.
The lat
ter son has for several years been en
gaged with his father in business in
this city.
The life of Wilford II. Matson was
one that uffords consolation for his
loved ones to look back upon. Ever
since attaining his manhood ho hnd
stood for what was right and Just III
mankind, and when the call was
made for young men to eo to tho
front In the Civil war, he nnswered
the call and served his country with
credit through that memorable con
flict, being honorably discharged at
Its close. Mr. Matson was a member
of Company K, 28th Connecticut In
fantry.
Itccause of his continued
illness.
which might be said to have dated
back lo a time before ho came to inls
city, the decedant was unable to fol
low bis characteristics as he might
have done otherwise.
He did. how
ever, form a wide circle of true
friends, in both business and social
circles, and those men who knew him
most intimately can best tell of his
admirable traits.
The two sons who arc absent have
been telegraphed for. as havo also
other near relatives, and the funeral
arrangements will not be completed
until after their arrival. It Is though
however, that the funeral services
will be held Tuesday morning.

0 Powder

Is the most efficient and

May R-

Hill

TPTD

D

FOR WEEK YET

Albuquerque Womon's Club Passed Away at Noon TodayMany Friends Mourn
Begins Fifth Year In New
Mis Demise.
Club House.
Tae Woman's club of Albuu.uero.ua
held Its fourth annual business meeting ia IWs handsome new club house
on Weft Oold avenue, Friday afternoon.
It la with a feeling of much
pride that the women nave so handsome a home of their own in which
to begin their fifth year's work. anAt the meeting yesterday tho
nual election of officers was held and
resulted as follows:
PrpKldent
Mrs. Margaret Medlar.
First Vice President Mrs. Hyron

auk

ISUNCONSCiOUS

REST

PRESIDENT

EVENING CITIZEN.

Well-Ma-

and

de

ed

Wire

Mattress

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one tn creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

Come ia and see them on oar floor.

ALBERT

Where

lives.

Physicians are of the opinion tlvit
to
something Is pressing upon the left
308-31- 0
Ives.
. . Staab Building
Railroad Avenue
H.
Mrs.
side of McColIum'a brain which is
Second Vice President
by
unconsciousness
Worship
evidenced
his
Hay.
and the manifested tendency to Jerk
Uecording Secretary Mrs. Daly.
Mr.'
Secretary
his head always In the same direction
Corresponding
1
t '
Tomorrow
In his nccaslonyl spells of delirium.
Shaffer.
What It Is or where It lies though Is
Mrs. D. A. P.lttner.
Treasurer
a problem they have 60 far been
Auilitoi" Miss Uessie Haldrldge.
to solve.
There Is practically
Custodian Miss Lou lee.
no exterior evidence of Its location.
UistnrlRti Mrs. John Cannon.
Puts System Into Your Business
Wil
.
K.
Prptw llpnorter Mrs.
Mrs. MoCollum, who came
here
M. F.. Church, South
First llaptlst Clmrcli ltroadway o
from Las Vegas, has been keeping 3 IKHighland
son.
T.
W.
avenue,
McNicl
J.
street.
and
Lead
South Arno
constant vigil at the bedside of her
(rltlf Mrs. A. M. Whltcomb.
7 "0
p. pastor.
husband, anxiously awaiting a change m. Trenching at 11 n. in. and
The election of Mrs. Medler to the
II KN you pay nil bills by check, your business is recorded
Sunday school nt 9:50 a. m., J. A.
for the better.
oftlce of president was the fourth
accurately.
p.
Each item shows for itself. There is a corLeague
6:30
Kpworth
superintendent.
Hammond,
at
in.
The physicians are now of the
time this honor has been bestowed
rect,
worship at 11 a. in., and
All are Invited.
I'ulillc
record
of
all receipts and expenditures In your bank
of
some
opinion
has
McCullom
members
nnnn hnr. nml In this the
that
7:Ii0 p. tn., with sermons by the pas(i. 11. Hollidiiy, l'.istor.
book.
period
long
for
to
recover.
appreciation
His
chance
show
their
the club
tor.
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt., Tou have poslUva
of unconsciousness and tho fact that
the untiring efforts on the part of so
Morning subject. "The I .a mo Man
St. .lolin's I'plscopul Church
proof that you paid each obligation.
progressive a president.
the Injured spot cannot be located
.'Vt
and Fourth street.
the lieautlful (lalo of the Temple."
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
however, is regarded ns little less
Sunday school, 10 a. m.
Kvening subject, "A Prayer of
There Is not another woman's club
accounts,
r ...a ....
Morning service, 11 a. m.
than remarkable.
Ion."
i Jii
in the southwest with as handsomeap-a
Kveuing service. 7:30 p. m.
Young People's meeting at 6:45.
home as this one. Its outward
Kvening service every Fri'liy at
pearance Is such na to attract attenMusical selections Morning ser7:30 o'clock during Lent.
"SPOT" BROWN SUSPECT
vice:
tion, and tho interior is no less elabarranged
O
so
Organ Prelude "Improvisation". .
orate.
The rooms are
Christian (imrcli Corner of finld
Jadassohn
that ihn critlrp buIldinE may be
I
ICrno-t
avenue and (roadway.
K. Anthem
Selected
thrown into one spacious auditorium
ED
OF
ROBBING
BOX
CARS
Crawford,
minister.
offertory
hopin
Prarludlum
thus making the building especially
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
10
a.
Sunday
at
school
in.
Postlude The Glory of tlod in Na
well adapted for the use of a ban
by
l'reaching
at
minister
the
It
only
ture"
Is
Heethoven
the
quet hall or ball room. It
a.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
in.
Kvening service:
"Spot" Iirown, barter.drr nt !be
building In the city with a ball room
'
Christian F.ndeavor nt 5 p. m.
Prelude "Shepherd's Sunday Song"
ted Light saloon, was arrested by
on the first lloor.
No evening service.
00OK304KXO4K)OOOeO0O0O
Krentzor
Santa Fe detectives yesterday and
The finishing of the Interior are
O
Offertory Invocation
lodged in the licrnalillo county Jail In
verv nrettv.
The woodwork is of
11.
Congregational
Ktv.
(iimvli
J.
Hmwn and
default of $250 bail.
light color, giving an air of freshness
pastor.
Charles Hryant are suspected of com lleaid,
to the rooms, and the walls and
Morning service nt 11 o'clock. Sub- Solo One Sweetly Solemn Thought
Coffmanu
plicity in the looting of Santa Fe ject.
are in keening with the
"iJo You Fray?"
Mrs. Lillian Harth Webb,
freight cars at Kibera. thirty mil
same.
Is Love"
Shelley Postlude March
Quintet
"God
Valeutl
Hryant is held Solo "The Lord Is My Shepherd".
south of Las Vegas.
Perhaps the most elaborate piece
O
at the city jail pending Investigation.
In the entire building is tho large
Mrs. Silliornagle
I'.plscopul
Methodist
I'lrst
Church
A large part of the swag taken from
Kvening service nt 7:30. Subject, I'.ev. J. C. ltolllns, 1). D., pastor
mantle and grate in the main audi
the box cars was found concealed in 'The Forgiveness of Sin."
torlum. This was constructed from
The Sunday school meets at 9:45
of
rear
Urown
the
tho saloon where
l) K A L. E R I N
pieces of lava brought from the laa
Strangers cordially welcomed.
uppear-ances
Prosbyterlnii
tends
bar.
First
Corner
Church
beds west of the city. From
Morning worship, with sermon by
Fifth street and Silver avenue Itcv. the pastor nt 11 a. m.
of the huge grate one might
Morning sub
WAT,- - Hugh A. Cooper, pastor.
I KE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
think that it alone was sulllclent to
Ject. "Kssentiiil Christian Unity."
New and Second Hand
Furniture Repaired,
Morning service nt 11 a. ni.
TON'S rmi o STORE.
Kive warmth to the entire building,
sing
will
The
choir
"Send
out Thy
Sermon by pastor. Subject. Moses Light.'
but a furnace has been installed in
the Lawgiver."
The Kpworth League meets nt 6:30
the basement to aid In this.
Special Music:
an.l closes nt 7:1
Aside from the main auditorium
1'Hleyols Hynmrv k KT A X N U'N
HARRY
Kvening service will be under the
MAY
and the smaller room adjoining on TRINIDAD RAISES
Made Over, UpholsterHousehold Goods,
Organ "Pleyels Hymn."
auspices of the Urotherhood of St
the east, there is a kitchen and pan
Thy
Anthem
Lli;ht"..
"Send
Out
Paul,
stove,
with the following order of sershelv
trv. complete with Kas
ing and Picture Framing.
Ranges,
Stoves,
Choir vice:
inc and plumbing. In fact, the whole
Solo "A Dream of Paradise
Solo
Vocal
"Softly
Now
Light
the
SURVIVE
HIS
building Is modern in every particu
FOR
BASEBALL
All Work Guaranteed.
Chinaware, Crockery.
Mrs. H. J. Collins
of Day
Gonoud
lar, and the lighting, which is fur
livening Song Service.
Mrs. H. 11. Miller.
nished by electricity, Is exceptional
10
Organ
Minor)
Communion (in
Heading "King Hubert of Sicily
ly good.
The main room has two
Uantiste
Mr. A. L. Martin
handsome chandeliers, us beautiful In
Anthem
Morn
"The
Has
Radiant
Instrumental Duet
design as one is apt to find anywhere,
Passed Away"
C.
A.
Messrs.
C. L. Iluehl.
and
The rooms are to be decorated with
(a) "The Kvening Song",..
Anthem "Soft Floating on tne Air'
Indian curios and rare pieces of art
(b) "Serenade" . .
'
Tho v.oolr
Alreadr there are a number of hand
(c) "Tho Chapel"
ocnl Solo
Mr. S. O. Oould
some pictures on the walls, and Billy Paget Tells Cavanaugh Lopez Is Still at Large-Would- -be
The Kills Urass Quartet.
by
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be made before H. W. S.
now remain working
had pleaded for a change of sentence committed as equal to the
In the glass
murder,
do
I
Otero,
United
..1 WILL MAKE MYSELF
States
court commis
in his case, though without avail.
This is taken as evidence that
not know. In the eyes of the peo trade.window
glass market Is in as sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
I felt then, and always felt, that ple It Is not so great. There are any the
poor shape as ever it was in the March o, 1907.
AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER" capital punishment, although Inflict- number of men guilty of It who would history of the Industry. It has tran
He names the following witnesses
ed by the state, was nothing but mur
not think of committing murder.
spired that representatives of nractl
o prove
his continuous residence
g
der. I feel that this is a relic of
If this case Is judged according to cally all the
factories upon, and cultivation of, the land,
CIIESTEH fJItXETTK.
barbarism.
the trust, agreed upon a
Its probabilities, the probabilities are outside
wholesale curtailment In production. vis:
I could cite a
Leandro Jaramtllo,
of instances that Grace Brown committed
Jesus Garcia.
Innumerable employes who expected Donaclano
Auburn, . Y., Feb. 28. Until now In which personsnumber
Gutlerres
had suffered
and Manuel
steady work until late In June have
Thcster Gillette has never opened his death penalty or imprisonment the
L. M. GILLETTE.
on
ueen laid onT until next September, Gutlerres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
Hps for publication from the time he circumstantial evidence,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
when the tires will be started again.
later it
was arrested on the charge of mur- had been found they and
Register.
Preventlcs" will promptly check a It Is stated that the market Is over
were inno
dering Grace Brown.
cold or the grippe when taken early stocked and that some curtailment Is
cent.
necessary If present selling prices are
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.
This statement was made especially
When they searched for evidence or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs to be hialnlalned.
for The Evening Citizen by Gillette agaln.it
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
way
him
all
the
from
San
Department
of the' Interior, United
through his mother, the only person
to Cortland, N. Y., they are little candy cold cure tablets, and xi:v Kii.i:s roit kail.
states Land Office.
permitted to visit him In the death Francisco
Shoop, Kacine, Wis., will gladly
Ir.
nothing
find
against
could
un
Chester's
i.
i:.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
koaisD. C, Mar. roiu
cell at Auburn prison.
mail you samples and a book on colds
Washington,
2. The
Is hereVy given that Eduar- Notice
"Chester
told me this looking character until he met Grace Brown. free, if you will write him. The samnew
Inrules promulgated by
straight Into my eyes. He talked as hisIf Chester had been a Christian ples prove their merit. Check early terstate commerce commissionthetiling do Carter of Chlllli, N. M., has filed
otlce of his intention to make final
quietly and naturally as he would on It life would not have been what colds with Preventlcs and stop pneu- tariffs for railways camo into force five-yeIs now. That is why he Is where monia. Sold
proof in support of his
livery carrier must In future
Gc and 25c boxes by today,
jsny other topic," said Mrs. Gillette.
in
he Is today.
laim, viz: Homestead
(entry No.
(lunblish. post and
tHe veparate
druggists.
in
One thing that hius led to the opin
tariffs containing In plain and speci 6763 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the Etf
o
Dy i'liCNter Gillette.)
fic form and terms all the terminal NEK, Sec. 12, Tp. 8N.. 6E.. NW11
ion that Grace Brown waa a lovely
1 have said very little, and nothcharges and allowances together with NW, Sec. 7. and SW
Sec.
character
is the love letters she
ing for publication, with regard to w rote. If you understand human na- ENGINEER IS DISMISSED all other charges and rules which ii t, Tp. 8N., Range 7E., andSW,
that said
any
way
my trial.
or
increase
decrease
the
proof
will
be
you
made
W.
ture
must know that love letters
&
H.
amount to be paid on any shipment Otero, United States before
At first I thought those letters were are no
court commisof character.
I'l
as stated In the regular tarilt. The sioner,
not written by Grace Brown. They them onecriterion
Albuquerque,
at
N.
M.,
on
naturally puts
passenger tariff regulations, which
best side
FDR WRECK AT
were so unlike her ordinary conver- out. Grace Brown wrote the
as any wo
also come Into force today, contain March 5, 1907.
sation.
He
names
following
general
the
witnesses
man would write to the man she
rules regarding stonovers.
I was nervous about the lawyers loved
baggage and excess baggage weights, to prove his continuous residence
did not return that
pon,
not filing the motion for the stay of love. and felt he
and
special
provision
and
cultivation
is
of.
for
land.
made
the
THATCHER
.
the arrangement in local and Inter- - sla:
Judgment until a week before the
Iove, I tell you. will bring out the
divisional tariffs and for statement
Miguel Apodaca,
time Ret.
Heldonado.
best side.
showing the rating. The new regu CIdilo Montoyo and Pablo
Celso Carter, all
Sometimes the reprieve comes too
I have proof that on the night of
will entail considerable extra or Chlllli, N. M.
lations
late.
the 4th of July, the day on which
Trinidad, Mar. 2. An investigation expense on the railway companies.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
But I was sure I had lawyers who she wrote to Chester how lonely she Into
the cause of the collision at I'.LIX
Register.
TISIC Cll IK TO
would attend to It.
was, she went to a dance with a Thatcher, thirty-liv- e
miles northeast
in-i m:I have been reading here in prison, young man and stayed out until 2 of here, on the Santa Fe Monday
jkkskv.
isi:i
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
Jersey City, X. J., Mar. 2. Gov
night, was held in Trinidad Thursday
"In the Heart of Egypt." It Is a o'clock In the morning.
Stokes having signed the till
at the
of 1'. 11. Cotfelt, round ernor
klstory, but It was hard reading unDepartment
under-sheriff- s
Chester was always a chummy boy. house otiice
authorizing
of the Interior. United
to act for
foreman. The investigation
til I got into it, and now I like It. He Is the sort of boy girls tell their was conducted
States Land Office.
by J. M. Kurn und V. the sheriffs in executing the Judg
It Is as good as a story.
secrets to, and you will understand K. Hummers. reslieclivelv
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
unnnrin. ment or the court in capital cases,
As coon as I get the books from what I mean when I say he was a Icndenl and trainmaster from divi- -' wlu're tne penalty imposed Is death
Notice Is hereby
by hanging, unnounces that the law- Jrlego of Carpenter, given that Carlos
the correspondence school I will con- boy the girls always liked. But he moii headquarters ut ltaton. N. M.
N. M., has filed
he
only
applies
capital
comfinding
to
to the effect that
crimes
tinue the course of study on electrical was not sentimental. Chester always ti. W. 1 (owning, areengineers
notice of his Intention to make final
prior
to
today,
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mitted
and
of
locomoafter
nglnetririg that I began in Cortland. puts the lighter side of his nature on tive No. 10:13,
which was tho head this date tho death penalty will be laim, viz:proof in support of his
I like this study very much, and I the outside.
entry No.
sunny. engine on the eastbound doublehead-i-Homestead
He was the
r electrocution conducted by the head
679, made July 17. 1906. for the
coal train, was at fault, and ho keeper of the state prison. The latwas discharged from the service. Con- ter law though passed last year did
W4 NWV4. NWU SWVi. Sec. 1.
ductor
Uormley,
of
same not become operative until today as nd N4 SEVi. Sec. 2. Tn. 9N.. Ranee
tho
train, received thirty demerit marks, no appropriation U carry it Into efE.,
equivalent to that many days' sus- fect was made by the last leglsli-t- u beforeandthethat said proof will be made
United States Court Com- pension. Hi- refused to accept the
re.
missloner. H. W. K. Otero, at Albu- Unity "brownies," saying the comueique, N. M., on March 5, 1907.
pany might discharge him, but lie oi:- - i: r i'osTA;i: stami
Me names the following witnesses
would not agree to take uny demerit,
HOOKS TO It 10 ISSl'KI).
claiming that hu was in no way to
Washington, H. C, Mar. 2. One-ce- to prove his continuous residence
"Last Fall," writes Mrs. S. G. Bailey, of Tun-nelto- n,
blame for the nccldent. Tho commit(cm, und
postage stamp
cultivation of, the land.
will be
tee thereupon reserved Its decision in Issued in a few days. books
There will be Viz:
W. Va.,
Ins case.
was going down by inches,
only one form for the present, conVenceslado Griego Jose Armenta.
The entire fault, In the opinion
24 stamps In four sheets of Rafael Grlego
from female disease, with great pain. After takand Jose Grlego y
the committee, was lack of judgmentof taining
Interleaved
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wiih
t
inch.
and too hinh speed on a steep grade, paralinI paper and bound like the Garcia, nil of Carpenter. N. M.
ing Cardui, Oh! My! Howl was benefited! I
together with the fact that both
MANUEL R. OTERO,
stamps.
books of two-ceThey
of tho eastbound train were will
Register.
he sold at twenty-liv- e
cents each.
am not well yet, but am so much better that 1 will
from tho Arkansas river division
and
unfamiliar
with
NOTICE
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part
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road
1'Olt Pl'IlLlCATION.
this
Ti'llor, Salt ItlicMiin ami Kczrnia.
keep on taking Wine of Cardui till I am perfectly
of the country. The engineers, in
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are diseases for which
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that
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Department
air
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of the Interior, United
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Salve
especially
Chamberlain's
cured."
insufiiclciit to stop and hold
train valuable, it quickly allays the ItchStates Land Office.
at a crucial moment. The the
crew of ing and smarting
and soon effects a
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
the westbound train was exonerated cure.
Despite the envious attacks of jealous enemies
Price, 25 cents. For sale by
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
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Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M..
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CHESTER GILEITE, FACING ELECTRIC

MATl'ROAV.
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NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. $100,000
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Meant and

Unsurpasai Facilities.
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same

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,900.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler. V. P. and Cashier; VT.
J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot. O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA
ITl DV.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

ar

NEW MEXICO

OmCEBB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R0ST
AMlatant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
DIrectot

1

..........T.!2i2

u.

m.

fomiroRY

Authorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depositary for Atchison, Toptka

&

I500.008.M
$250,000.01

Saala Fe Railway Compaay

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

hand-makin-

to

ar

CiVPITAL.
SURPLUS FUND

With ample Capital, Consenrative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON, President;

HERNDON,

Cashier;

Wm. FARR. Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.'

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

nt

0K00C0Oao0
L. B. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

lg?3

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staole Groceries in
la the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

V.V..V.V.yvVvtv,Qt0t0ttat0
THE
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllnfkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

1
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Hoosfer Kitchen Cabinet
A pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cabtop,
inet with an aluminum
made of the same material as
high grade cooking utensils.
bright and
Can be washed
clean In an Instant, ready for
This
bread and
Is only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It Is a pleasure to
dephowyou this labor-savin- g
vice.
cake-makin-

3Mi
rag
l.

7 Booth

Men's and Young Men's

Fine Clothes

LONE STAR STATE'S FLAG
St. Louis Society Man, Who Is PrcsJ
dent of a Colorado Cattle Company,
Accused of Rolling Cabbage
on Stage of Theater.

g.

J. D. EMMONS
THE FURNITURE MAN.
Corner Coal find Second.
West End Viaduct
Phono 376

Mf. Om

CITIZEN.

CHARGED WITH INSULTING

Wo are exclusive agents for

Oorr1tudi

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

Our showing for Spring and Summer excels
anything heretofore offered by this stcre.
Unusually bright and absolutely perfect in fit.

We want to show you through.
We will not urge you to buy, we leave it to you.

St. Louis. Mar. 2. An net not down
club, who, with h)3
on the program tit the (Jarrlck theat- - family, occupied a box, called Manor will have its final hearing in police 'ager Flshell nnd told him that
where James H. McLean, a Lean, who was sitting In another box
young society and business man,
two companions, had relied the

We

Latin-Americ-

res-4wi-

CAR

MAY

SHORTAGE

blent of the Circle "M" Cattle com- was released
of the association to secure teams for pany of Rldgwny. Colo.,
on
bond today to reappear March 7.
the work of levelling off the ground
h
manager of
S.
Dan
Ishell,
resident
shape,
but
and putting the soil In
the i.arrick, is the complaining wlt-B- n
that this difficulty has been removed I1CS', and the work will now be pushed to
completion.
It nil happened Wednesday night.
The wall along the east side of the at the climax of the second act of
plot was begun several days ngo. "Sam Houston." with Clay Clement
When this is completed the plot can in the title role. Amid the waving of
be filled in and the walks laid out and (lags and the cheers of the supers,
trees and shrubbery planted. How- Houston" was calling on the
ever, the portions of the park nearest Patriots to defend their country. The
the depot will be Improved without Alamo was about to fall.
waiting for the completion
of the
Suddenly u cabbage rolled upon the
stage, in the view of the entire comwall.
pany and the thrilled audience.
It
One of l he signal department men might
been a lemon, from the
by the name of Sweet, who Is work- effect ithave
produced. The scene paused
ing on the Santa Fe. was brought in and wavered, and was lost. The aud
on No. 10 today suffering with in- ience forgot thrills
nnd the patriots
flammatory rheumatism
and was their cheers. Then, to make mattaken to the company hospital this ters worse, came a large ball
of paper
afternoon.
Ias Vegas Optic.
pulp. It looked enough like a cabpass
bage
one.
head
to
for
The scene
Tom DeMott has returned
to his
spoiled
first love and has again taken service wasJames
Arbuckle. president of the
as fireman on the Santa Fe after an
absence of several months, employed
as fireman on the Rockv Mountain
road.
'

-

T

$1
2,000 Cars of Fine Fruit. It Is
Figured Never Will
Reach Market.
Riverside. Mm-- . 2. One million
dollars will be the cost to the Truit
shippers of this vicinity if the present rate of car Khortnge continues
throughout the remainder of the season. Orange shipments from Riverside up to Monday night were 1145
ears. On the corresponding date last
year 1630 cars had been shipped. The
crop this year is believed to bo the
and
largest ever awaiting harvest
shipment, and yet the car shortage Is
38S cars compared wltn the
last year.
Fifteen cars, refrigerators, reached
lUverwide today on the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe roads. There were
to fill
more than enough oranges
these. The car shortage for the season at Riverside alone Is estimated
now at 1500. It Is likely to be much
larger, for the railroads now frankly
admit 4hat they face a condition and
not a theory. In the fare of these
admissions It Is feared that at least
2,000 car3 of the Riverside district
crop will never reach Its market.
At the present general run price of
$1.41 a box, 362 boxes 10 the ear, a
shortKge of 2,000 ears will mean a
loss to Riverside growers of over
00, or, to be accurate, $1,012.00.
The saving which will result from the
new tariff between California points
and Denver will be more than eaten
up by increased Icing charges. Were
it a real gain to the shippers It would
be a mere speck toward offsetting the
Immense car shortage loss, for It Is
estJntuied that only about $90,000
would accrue to the growers under
the new rates.
Following the rain of last week
came warm sunny days, causing much
d
fruit, which but
putting of
for the car shortage, would have been
in
eastern
picked and
markets
the
another
long ago. This morning
heavy shower fell in this section, followed Immediately by clear, almost
hot weather. More puffiing is cer-ta- l.
The sizes are also out of all
proportion to last year, averaging In
the aeighborhood of a hundred, while
last year the overage was about 150.
Fine fruit, ready for markets, must
remain on the trees and grow and
putt eat of the profitable stage because the Southern Pacific and Santa
Fe have betrayed the growers.
snip-inen-
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CATTLEMEN

GOOD

ts

$1,-00- 0,

4

WANT
ESTRAY

A

'

cabbage nnd the paper ball,
Manager Flshell n.fecJ MrUf-ato
i,.av. the theater. The two went to
s
get
McLean money,
the box office to
iv nglit followed.
It
to
witnesses to be general, with James
George llulcher
Arburkle, Flshell,
ami McLean engaged. A mm whom
nobody knew struck nt Flslmll nnd
was knocked down by Uelcher. James
Arbuckle accused McLean of insult-"SaIng the flag of Texas. In the mix-u- p
McLean went down, protesting that
he was Innocent of being a vegetable
foliar, Arbuckle Is said tu have
knocked McLean down, with !Ue ex
clamation, "I'll teach you."
McLean was unconscious outside of
lhe theater for eight mlnut. s. Then
he was taken to the city dispensary,
where bruises about his face were
trented. At tho police station bond
was furnished for him by John P.
Collins, former state senntor.
McLean denies that he relied the
cabbage, and says he will vpem! $5,- Ouo to convict the man w ho hit hit

Fine Clothing for Men
There is nothing better
Let us show,you.
Better look today.

By F.

Spring line of Manhattan Shirts is in.

My

m

Fine Clothing

open Its annual meeting and tournament at Denver next Thursday with
an entry list Including representatives
from, many cities west of the

ALMANAC EVENTS.
17.
St. Patrick'! Day.

March
March
March
March

21.
24.
25.

Spring begins.
Palm Sunday.
Lady Day;

March
March

29
31

Good Friday.

Easter Sunday.

'ERItlTORIAIj SANITARY HOARD
APPROVES OF LAW I'HOl'OSED
IIY PRESIDENT SP1ESS.
Santa Fe, N. M., Mar. 2. A very
iterestlng meeting of the Territorial
attle Sanitary board was held at the
ulace hotel in this city, closing last
vening. The feature of the meeting
was the discussion of divers leglsla
ive topics.
(..apt. K. G. Austen and AVm. C
Karnes, both of Kat Las Vegas, act- d as president and secretary respec- ively.
Others present were: W. H.
ilk. Silver City; W. C. McDonald,
arrizozo; C, 1,. ISallard, Roswell;
obert Martin, Cuchillo. M. N. Chaf- fin, of East Las Vegas, was the only
member absent.
The books of the secretary were
udited and found in perfect order.
The board's purpose Is, primarily, to
enact an estray law, such as Is provided for in a bill introduced In the
eglslatlve
assembly by President
Spless of the council.
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MAUGER
VJOOL

for hot water, hot

ALBUQUERQUE,

air and steam heating.

Standard Plumbing & Heating

ML

Dealers In Groceries, PrevlFloivs, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines LlqnoOT"
and Clears. Place your orders fo '
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

N.

Ton a art adi

Go

...The
"SHORT LINE"

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt MesrtT
Steam Sausage Factory.
EM Hi KL1ENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Street

All Kinds of

&

DENVER

RIO GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

K. IIOOPEH.
General raasengcr & Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
S.

D. A, SLEY8TER
INSURANCE. REAL. ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. ISt.

14

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get It back Wedneedaj.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN- TY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

j

,

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICKS
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
j
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Railway Center

AIL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE TimOUGII TO BELEN", EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

Belco Town and Improvement
Company Atz Owners of

The Belen Town and

.

W. E.

Belen Townsite
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COMING IN OCT OF THE COLD
avenue.
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated
house, but it Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours Is lack
ing in any way, or If you are unde
elded what Is the best system to In
stall In a new house and need infor
matlon that Is trustworthy and valwith Rauba and Mauger'
uable, let us know of your trouble.
Office, 115 North First St.
We are specialists

New
Railway
Santa
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TO BELEH, N. M.
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WUltum' Indian

will cum MlindL
E SDr.
sua l.MrJfc
Piles, liuhsnrtmihetuuun-fe-

INSURANCm.
Secretary Mutual Building Assocta
tlon. Oflice at 217 West RaUroasI
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A. E. WALKER,

any-bott-
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Fret Trial.
Surest and ttuickest Cur for all
THROAT and LUNO XBOUB- LES, or MONEY BACK.
OLDS

REAL. E3TAT
LOANS.
Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldln
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.
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Dr. ling's

WITH

u

question
Within and without Teddy Koose
velt's dominion.
Hut you'll never be able to find ono
On which he s expressed no decid
ed opinion.

gilt-edge-

CURE

Uuys the ltchiiiK at
us a eou lice, it vi s instant r
lief. Dr. Wllltiiiim'lmlinnl'ileOtn.
ment is prepared (or Piles aud licit- Ing nt the private parts. Kvrry
im
t mii't m rn-warranto!. Ily drUL-Ristof price. 50 cents and
WILIIJB
WPlllr ACIUHINU fn.. rrops.. :if velanu. Olu
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & ON.

"Fine painter, eh?"
"(Hi, no. Hut he has the secret of
making his patrons believe the portraits look like them."

(Ily V. W. Schncfer.)
"Dit you hear abouid der latest typographical union, Osgar?'
o. AiaKe id to me.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"Der foreman boss married der lady proofreader, ha, ha, ha!"
"Vot woult be der answer ef I woult hant you a llatlron?"
Department of the Interior, Land Of
"Veil,
vot woult be der answer ef you woult hant me a flatlron?
"Every household should be orga
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
to press. Ha, ha, ha!"
"Go
nixed, the same as a business," deFeb. 28, 1907.
"Here, you shoult haf corrected diss typo."
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
clared the serious looking man.
"Oxcuse me, I am nod a typa rlghter."
Herrera, of Chillll, N. M has filed
"Illght you are. Ours is organized
"Say, I haf more sense In my whole body about printing dan yoj on the lines of the national house of
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeyour
In
proof in support
hant."
of his haf
representatives.
'
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 6,- "Yess, bud you ought to seev'my foot print."
"How Is that possible?"
750, made December 31, 1901, for
"Hy der way we ore ould of small caps."
"My wife's the speaker and I'm the
the the SE4 SW14 and lot 5. Sec. 6.
oh, veil, can'd you vear a man's size."
appropriation committee."
and NE',4 NW4 and lots 1 and S,
"Run ould und get me a corset. Kvlck!"
Sec. 7, Township 8 N, Range 7 E.
"Vot are you vlshlng mlt a corset V"
"And you must not forget," said
and that said proof will be made be- "I vant to make up diss form. '
the gentleman with the impressive
ore H. W. S. Otero. It. S. Court Com
"Ef you don'd take care, you vlll pi dot type."
manner,
"that one half the world
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M.. on
"Iss dot so? Yet you are setting up a bakery ad, und dot Iss typing does not know the other half lives."
5,
April
1907.
pie."
der
PLAN TO I SCI IE ASK FREIGHT
"Do you mean to tell me there aro
names the following witnesses
"Here Iss somedlng rlghd hit from der linotype vich I bet vlll that many people who don't read the
HATES ON STEEli AMI 1KOX. o He
his continuous residence ud- - make a hit."
to Increase the on, prove
A proposition
papers?"
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
"Sure Id vlll. It iss a slug."
freight revenues of the railroads cen- Francisco Garcia. Lus Martin. Au- "Why iss id like a egg in a Incubator?"
tering In the Pittsburg district $25,- rello
"It is possible to treat a man withIgnaclo
Rel
and
Herrera,
all
of
recent
know; becoss Id iss machine set, ha, ha, ha!"
says
"I
a
out drugs, doctor?"
00,009 per annum,
tiillll, N. M.
up
same
dey
city,
at
"Haf
the
locked
"Yes, not only possible , but it's
yet?"
forms
der
from that
MANFUL R. OTERO,
"Yess; as soon as dey saw you earning."
common," replied the doctor. "I have
time boosting the rates of steel and
Register.
by
the
"Look here, don'd make my angry or I vlll get mat. oi'CH!"
In mind the gentlemen who always
iron, is being considered
There will be a regular meeting of
"Why do you make a noise like a screaming?"
Within
transportation companies.
rail for cigars after the third round."
yust
forty-eigon
has
sat
"
"I
of
down
there
a lot
hours
I 'on ml at I JIM.
the past
Sherlock Holmes at Work.
"Vere are you going?"
bees held u secret meeting oi ge.i
J. A. Harmon, of Llzemore. West
Merl Kline, who left this place for
For der dlstrlcd addorney."
eral freight agents, attended by rep Va., says: "At last I have found the
Mars, Wis., about two years agi,
"Why, vot lsj der matter?"
perfei
pill that never disappoints
resentatlY s of the freight depart
w ids a draft to the Itlaze from Car- -'
"I vant him. to take diss proof, hu, ha, ha!"
ments of ull the railroads Iti the Iron me: and for the benefit of oth'-ry
sle, Neb., where he is now located.
including
behalf
the
of
der
we
"in
manatchment
vlsh to announcement dot
and steel district,
typhoid
afflicted with
liver and
in der audience vlshln
to do so may get his money back at ib-- i ilf writes on N. W. Ily., stationery
Pennsylvania company, Pittsburg & chronic constipation, will say: take
door becoss we got on der program through a typographical error."
land uses a typewriter, so we infer he
Liiku Erie, Wabash, Erie, New York Dr. Kings New Life Pills."
Guar
has a good Job. Pine Itlver (Minn.)
Lake anteed satisfactory.
Centml. Baltimore & Ohio.
25c at all
.
Hhne.
Shore and others. The reasons given
contemplated
X
by some lines for the
MVS I'OKECAST
'
' '
"Handyman haTin"vented a folding
gllnext
expenses
of
operating
Is
that
advance
READY' FOR AMATEUR
Monday.
OF THE COMING WEEK.
lied thatH Hlm,,,y a WOnder. It can
the railroads have become greater
MILLIARD CHAMPIONSHIP.
The new British Columbia parlla- - be folded up Into a package small
Washington, D. C, Mar. 2. The
New York, Mar. 2. All arrange
The companies granted a 10 per cent
congress will expire by ment, with a large conservative ma- - enough to bo curried under the arm.
h
wage increase to some of their em- ments have been completed at the
Jorlty
resulting from the recent elec- - a man can carry it wherever he goes,
at noon next Monday and
ployes last fall, and, of course, this Llederkranz club for the national am- limitation
many of the senators and tlon, will meet for Its first session open it, have a sleep and when he
increased operating expenses, but the ateur billiard tournament to beeln already
next Thursday. The financial differ- - awakens fold it up and take it with
deny here Monday. Eight of tho foremost representatives are leaving for home, ences
representatives
Pennsylvania
between the federation and the him."
number of them never to return to
to be boooi- - amateurs in the country will compete aWashington
that the freight rutes ure
-to sit in the halls of con- province and other important matters
n,it how can he carry a mat-t- o
ed to make up for the wage advance. for the championship, the list includ gress.
up will attract considerable tress?"
come
mater
steel
Hates on all iron and
ing Edward W. Gardner, the present
session.
to
the
attention
"U gets around that by using
On Monday George H. Cortelyou
ial will be advanced if the increafe holder of the title; Charles F. Conk-li- n
Many of the big league baseball sleeping car mattresses."
coes throuKh.
This will not be
and Calvin Demarest, of Chicago; will be sworn in as secretary of the clubs
will start for tho south early in
strlght 10 per cent advance, but will Frank J. Drener and Edward Helm, treasury to succeed Leslie ii. Shaw,
To Chicken Feeders,
and the reporta that will
be a varied scale, averaging 10 per of Cleveland; T. Mortimore and 8. and James A. Garfield, for several the week
Mausard'a Mills are selling good
then emanate from the spring train- cent.
Rolls, of Philadelphia, and J. Ferdi- years corporation commissioner, will lng
will serve to quicken the! wheat at SI. SO per 100 lbs.
nand Poggenburg,
of New York. tako the olllce to be vacated by Sec- pulsequarters
of the followers of the national
YOAKUM SEES M) CAUSE
Nearly all of the prospective contest retary of the Interior Hitchcock.
MILS. W. A. DEWOLFP, HARPIST,
game
speculation on the
start
ALARM.
and
FOR SUtll GENERAL
Oil complayed
many
ants
have
Standard
champlonthe
In
of
trial
The
The Frisco management on Wed snip tourneys
is NOW LOCATED AT 2Kl WEST
pany of Indiana, on the charge of pennant winners of l'J07.
nesday of this week awarded a vou billiard circles.and are well known in receiving
The Western How ling congress will TIJEHAS.
on shipments of
concessions
tract to the Haldwln locomotive
works for ten new passenger locomoconsolidated
tives, and twenty-fiv- e
This new
for delivery thi year.
eauipment involves an outlay of
00,000, but It Is ncedeil to meet 111.
growing demands of the Ira tile oi
the system.
President I)aiilson was called un
expeeledly to Chicago to meet Clui!'
man Yoakum, who arrived in tha
city from New York.
Mr. Yoakum
VCICHOO4C-0OsKOCC- l
does not view the railroad situat'-with juite so much alarm as soin
o nudum.
"I do not believe the i ou
c(U jt- Is going to the dogs," he
ed as saying, "nor thai we are g
do
to have a llnancial crisis.
Mexico
Railroad Metropolis of
mean by this that the railroads are
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
legi-not being hurt by the two-reCut-ofof
Fe
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
Located on Belen
f
latum, and by other hostile legisia
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
They are being injured He
tlon.
verely and it ought to stop, but I dJ
WEST FItOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
is goln
ii jt believe that everything
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEt) the bad. The railroads ure bound
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
t J spend all the money tin y can get
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
in order to take cure of the presen
nhenouienal business of the country.'
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2Sxl40
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
KANSVS WILL PAY $10,000
FOR RAILROAD EX PER I
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
The senate committee on railroad
U GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
of the Kansas state legislature hi
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTreported favorably u bill which pro
ING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
videa for a railroad expert, a plac
which pays fio.ouu a year. It is th
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
f
Beneral feeling that the board
HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
can know
railroad commissioners
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
nothing of railroad rates and tha
DAILY"; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESthe services of un expert is reciulre
Th
to make the board effective.
TAURANTS, ETC. BEL EN IS THE LARGEST SHIPappointment of the expert is given to
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
Railroad experts come
the board.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
Iwlce as high as governors and four
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILtimes as high as other state oilieers.
l".(lou
of
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
For that reason a
a year Is provided.
ESTIMATED.
. . U
(
WORK BEGUN OX El.
PASO UNION DEPOT PARK
Work was begun Thursday on the
WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y
jOHN BECKER, Pres;
m
new purk opposite Union depot, says
is
to
park
the Ul Paso News. The
be laid out and beautified by the
Union Depot association, under the
provision of an agreement Willi the
city Biade some time ago.
Considerable delay has been made
iicceHHary on account of the Inability
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KILL the COUCH
AND

"Yes, Dobberly Is our most successful portrait painter."

You may rake, you may scrape for

Furnish in

"Dr. Thomas Eclectrto Oil Is th
best remedy for that often fatal disease croup.
Has been used wltifr
success In our family for eight
years." Mrs. I.. Whlteacrey Buffalo
N. T.

EVENTS

May 30 Memorial Day of
The Hailey Investigation will cost
Texas $50,000. That's a lot of mo.iey
Khciiniatlc l'ains lU'llevetl.
to pay for an Investigation, when you
Chamberlain's l'aln Halm relieves
consider that Hailey is still a
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
and rest possible, whleh Is alone
many times Its cost. U. K.
worth
1'IkIiv.
Sounds
Esip, now 84 years of age,
While intoxicated, David I'oehran Crocker,
for twenty years Justice, of the
threw a cauh of sardines ut Ills wife. and
peace at Martlnsburg, Iowa, sas:
West Lafayette ((.) Indicator.
"I am terribly aflllcted with sciatic
in my left arm and
rheumatism
I'ebble lets Vrobably.
rlitht hip. I have used three bot
Son took advantage of tles of Chamberlain's l'aln ilalm and
Moeller
the cold weather this week and tilled It did me lots of good." Kor sale
their lee house with si good quality by all druggists.
of Ice from the Lewis gravel pit.
Xenla (O.) tlnzetle.

W. SCHAFER
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Nettelton Fine Sbees

$3,50 and $4.00 Shoes

Our own

Bit of Vaudeville 4

LAW

are Exclusive Sellers in This City of

KOHN BROTHERS, Chicago
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OUR MEN'S S3.S0 SHOES

They please the eye because they
Tou can
re stylish and
any
In
fret them
rilnble leather you
prefer Viol Kid. Patent Colt, Velour
Calf ur Hnx Calf. They nte made by
the (iooityear Welt process and feel
easy from the beginning. No break-in- g
Considering their
in required.
style, wear and comfort you will find
them the most profitable shoea to buy
Wo nhall be pleased to have ynu call
and examine our stock.

BRIG
HUM
Headquarters

C. N.

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated

118-12-

S.

0'

Packages, 2Bo and 35c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 46c.

I
I

for Coffee

Richelieu Coffees
tins, 85c.
.tins, $1.00.

b.
J-- lb

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,

premium,

with

ti.eo.

tln8

b-

tins, 80c.
unique nothing like It In the city. Try a can.
mann 1' nnmmMtt.mjilin mtfimutcaam.l
Bulk coffee, 10o to 40c
b.

Something

GEO. W. tnCKOX

T. Y. MAYNAHD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

1NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT
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Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad
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Wagner
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque

Hardware

Co.
Co.

Fourth and'Railroad Avenue

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Siimo&di, w&tclM, jawalry, Cat ;;ut. ciucm.
iroor trade and guarantee a SQUARE deal.

fori
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Fair tonlKht and
warmer tonight.
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Angolis,
here on business.
O. W. nillivray of Ustancla, is In
Albuquerque looking after business
Interests.
Mrs. K. It. Millett of the Millett
studio Is enjoying a visit from Mr3.
K. C. Gunn, of laguna.
There will be a meeting of G. K.
Warren post G. A. It. tonight nt 7:30
o'clock at Odd Fellows' hall.
Representatives Martin, of Slerrn
county, and Iennlson, of Kan Mlguol
county, are In the city to remain over
Sunday.
The floor Is being laid In the new
warehouse being constructed by K.
Garcia & Co., 1.1; North Third
street.
E. W. Uuntrods and wife urrlve.l
this morning from their home at Los
Angeles. They expect to remain several days.
Preparations are under way to begin the, building of A. Anson's new
home on the corner of N. Fourth
and Marble avenue.
Max A. Montoya of Sail Antonio,
N. M., Is shaking hands with Albuquerque friends today. He came 111
on a brief business mission.
Workmen are excavating the cellar for the new residence of Jacob
Lneb on the corner of New
York
avenue and Second street.
The residence of C. W. Coon on
North Fourth street Is being repaired and repainted
which adds
much to Us attractive appearance.
J. A. Weinmann of the Golden
Rule Dry Goods company who is
east buying spring and summer dry
goods Is expected home on Monday.
Tho American
Lumber company
band will give an open nlr concert
this evening nt the corner of First
street and Railroad avenue.
Rev. W. W. Havens superintendent
n
the New Mexico and Arizona
league returned
home last
night from a visit to the legislature
at Santa Fe.
The Huston-Frankli- n
show is playing a matinee performance to a house
this afternoon that is overflowing into
the foyer, women and children predominating.
The directors of the Commercial
club held a short meeting last night
to hear Secretary P. F. McCanna, who
has Just returned from a business
trip to New York.
Judge Ira A. Abbott and daughter
returned last night from spending the
week at Santa Fe, Judge Abbott attending supreme court and Miss Abbott visiting friends.
Judge Daniel H. McMillan passed
through the city last night en route
to aLs Cruces where he is preparing
to move his family who are now re
siding in Denver.
The McMillans
formerly lived at Socorro.
Work on the foundation for the
new building at Third street and
Copper avenue
which Is being
erected for L. Uracil Is progressing
nicely.
The new building will add
much to the appearance
of the
block.
Hon. Hiram Hadley and wife passed through the city last night en
route to their home at Mesllla Park
from a visit to Santa Fe.
Mr. Hadley has Just retired from the position
of territorial superintendent of public
instruction.
Workmen are today engaged In the
construction of a partition In the office on Second street occupied Jointly
by the Albuquerque Pressed Brick &
Tile Co., and Crawford & Jones, commission merchants. The building will
be divided into two oftlces.
John W. Corbett and J. P. Dunlavy
left last night for their home at
Mountalnalr. after having spent a
couple of daVs In the city talking up
the Abo Iand country and Estancla
valley, lioth men are also Interested
In the new town of Wlllard.
Christian Science services Sunday
at 11 a. m., at room 23, Grant building, corner
Railroad avenue and
Third street. Subject,
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
Wednesday
evening meeting at 8 o'clock. Reading room open dally from 2 to 4 p. m.
Assistant United States Attorney LV
J. Leahy, of Raton, arrived in the
city last night from Santa Fe, and
after spending a few hours in tha
city, left with Deputy United States
Marshal Billy Smith for Las Cruces,
where two Chinamen are held pending investigation.
J. W. Prestel of the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company, received word
yesterday of the death of his father,
which occurred at Kokomo, Ind. Tin
elder l'restel was OS years of ag.
Pneumonia was the direct cause of
death, though a lingering illness had
kept him bedfast for some time.
A. K. Wltzel of St. Louis, southwestern representative for Lemp's
brewery, has purchased the business
Interests of Otto Mann of Gallup, N.
M., and will hereafter devoto his attention to conducting
a wholesale
and retail business in malt liquors
at that point.
A large audience witnessed Hous- tou & Franklin's reproduction
of
"CamlHe" at the Elks' theater last
night.
Little Maude HnMingsworth
In the title role proved all that had
been promised of her.
Tho story
was beautifully told and the piece
was pronounced the best shown in
the company's stay In this city.
K. Gradl the north Third street
merchant, who sustained Injuries In
a runaway accident last week. Is re-- I
ported to be In a serious condition
S
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"STF.X M.OCU NOP.BY CLOTHIiS ARE THE BEST MADE.

t hi home. The animal nrhlch 18
responsible fop his hurts Is the delivery hnre which ran throush th.?
plate gliijt windows on South Sec
ond street sunn time since.
N. A. Pnrkert returned yesterday
morning from a week's sojourn at
Kaywood Hot Springs.
He says that
this virtuous New Mexico health re
sort Is rapidly growing more popular
and Iih believes that the merits of the
waters from the springs there will
some day be of nntlonnl fame. The
springs art; crowded with people at
pre ,,t
Th funeral of the late Jose J. C.
s,
Motitoy.i. a well known citizen of
who died of pneumonia yesterday evening, will be held from the
Church of San Felipe de Nerl tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock. Burial will
he In Santa Barbara cemetery. Mr.
Montoya was 11 gardener. He was the
father f Deslderio Montoya, road supervisor.
A baby girl arrived at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rathburn
yesterday, and papa is wearing u
smile that won't come off.
Miss
Rathburn already shows igns of a
pleasant disposition. Optic.
Cha
lle'a Albuquerque friends say they
are sorry it isn't a boy, for if It was,
they are sure he would be a good
third baseman.
Mrs. Farr gave a delightful social
ten on Thursday afternoon in behalf
of the Congregational church. Mrs.
Daly, of Leavenworth, Ind., gave several readings, graciously responding
to the wishes of the company oy additional selections. "Over to Old
Aunt Mary's" was twice given by special request. Several musical numbers were given by Miss Sowers, Mrs.
Crawford and Miss Ray Farr. Lovely
Moral decorations of ferns, smllax and
carnations added to the charm of
the scene. Mrs. Farr was assisted In
receiving by Mrs. Conners, Miss Sowers and Mlws Edith Reed.
Ba-rela-

We hand'e the "Black Cat" stockings exclusively, because we found
thenv to be the most satisfactory
brand on the market In wear, fit ani
looks. Give them a trial and we ire
sure you will agree with us.
All

sizes for men, women and children.
Prices range from 12 He to BOc. C.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
the Longfellow enterCongregational
the
church, Tuesday evening. There will
be reading by Miss Hellen Bearrup,
Miss Niven and Mr. Ralph Tassler,
and a vocal duet by Mrs. Silbernagle
and Mrs. K. L. Washburn. Admission 23 and 35 cents.
On March 13th Dr. Chas A. Payne,
author and world-wid- e
traveler, will
deliver one of his famous Uustrated
lectures
in
the First Methodist
church. This Is Dr. Payne's fifth appearance before an Albuquerque
Remember

tainment

DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
FOR
YOUR
SUNDAY
DINNER.
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
CENTS.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
.'
2 doz. eggs
C5c
20 lbs., of sugar for
$1.00
2 lbs. of soup crackers
15c
2 glasses of strained honey
25c
17 He grade of salmon in Hat cans 15c
1 bottle of chow chow, 1 bottle of
pickles and 1 bottle of chile
sauce for
25c
2 cans of pie pears
25c
Mince meat, per pkg
09c
Cream of Wheat
16c
Large pkg of oat flakes
25c
Gallon can of catsup
40c
Gal Jug of Worcestershire Sauce 90c
10c
California tomatoes
2 cans of soup
15c
THE MAZE.
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.
We are selling all our canned fruits
at 12 V4 cents a can. Strictly fresh
ranch eggs, 30 cents a dozen. The
Champion Grocery Co., Corner Sev
enth and Tljeras avenue.

NOW

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices-almoSEE US betore you buy

Do It Today

COAL

Genuine American

ton

WIHTCOMU SPRINGS.
rent for the season the fa
mous Whltcomb Springs property,
M.
completely
furnished.
John
Moore Realty Co.
We will

IR.S. HESS & CLARK'S HEALING
POWDER CURES GALLS, CREASE
HEEL, CUTS, ULCERS, IURNS, INDOLENT
SORES
AXI
OPEN
WOUNDS
OF EVERY DESCRIP
TION.
LARGE
VARIETY
OF
REMEDIES l'OU STOCK.
E. W. FEE,
603 SOUTH FIRST ST.
'PHONE 16.
TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

tltltUiUtiittttlt
t

4V
4Y

1

For Spring Have Arrived

$300
John

I

B. Stetson Hats of all kinds on display.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Aveoat

See them for a correct showing of the Newest
and latest styles for spring f 907.

per

block,

$6.50
Lump
$8.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$0.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
$9.50
sizes
Clean Gaa Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$3.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.

Knox Hats

Tiger Hats

$3 & $5

$3

Both Phones.

HONEY

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Nice

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

$1.00.

The horseshoers of Albuquer- - S
que in general have decided on
V
a slight advance in horse-shoing, owing to an advance in the
prico of material. Beginning S
with March 1.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74

m
STOVES. RANGES. ENAMELED

I

SADDLERY

i

KITfHFN WARF K0STI AN WASHING MACHINFC
HARNESS

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements

H

-

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

-

-

Winona Wagons

saw

H

S

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

o

o
o4
O

Harvesting Machinery
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

0O

FULLY WARRANTED

0O
O

O
O

.Not Made by the Trusts.

1- -

mouth nrtt mtratt
its,403,tir.North
4oi,
rirmftroot

113.

or Pricess
Albuquerque,

Nevi

O
O

0

Mexico

e-

2Ji

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$8.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
98.50
PER TON

3

Home Insurance the Best

WOOD

refrain from again saying something about Home Insurance,
Every time that the preposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that la being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

John

Beaven

S.

502 8OUTH FIRST STREET.

List

your property with

Crawford

&

Jones

110 South Second St.
TICKETS

R.R

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

AND

AiioclMtlon

Of fie

Trtauetltns

I

A

WE

Live Men
Young's Nobby Shapes for Young Men

Knox and Tiger Makes.

CerrlUoa

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
92.25 AND 92.75
FOR

New Stiff Hats

Soft and stiff styles in the celebrated

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold

1900

fn Oar Store

HATS!

st

Established

ani

First Showing
of Spring

TODAY

YOURS FOR
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

ii

In Oar Window

In the purchase of a Piano

&

h

On Display and Sale

B

We can save you money

Learnard

r.

at

The Huston & Franklin show has
done the record breaking business of
all week stand shows.
Tonight they
present
"Tennessee's Pardner" at
prices you can take your whole family 15, 25 and 35 cents.

4'

f

Believe Us

t.

MARCI

Cuaraattto

ROSENFIEID'S,

1

Address Home Office,

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

at rue

COLOMBO
Admission

HALL
50c

DAUG

SCHOOL

Ladies Free

9

U

Hpr6Vj

Mat I 1

-

.Mar.
- f

- f

ft

as

ai s

